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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE SaHARANPUR MISSION STATION, SEPT. 30tH, 1852.

Missionaries

:

—Rev. J. R. Campbell and Mrs. Campbell, John Cald-

well and Mrs. Caldwell, John S. Woodside and Mrs. Woodside.

Catechists :—Theodore W. J. Wylie, Samuel B. Wylie.

*

Scripture Reader :—John N. M‘Leod.

Teacher :—Gilbert M‘Master.

It is gratifying to be able to head the present report by the names of

all who appeared on our last as members of this mission. Through the

continued goodness of a merciful Providence we have all hitherto been

spared in life, though we regret to add, that some, whose names appear

above, have, for some time during the past year, been disqualified by ill

health for active labour. Mr. Woodside was obliged to leave the station

on the 30th of June, and has since been residing at Landour. He has

been recommended by his medical advisers to spend the ensuing cold sea-

son at the latter place, with the view of completely eradicating the dis-

ease from which he is suffering. Samuel B. Wylie, one of the most pro-

mising of our assistants, is rapidly sinking to the tomb. His disease is

consumption. It became fully developed in May last, and since then he

has gradually declined. His name is not likely again to appear in the

list of missionary labourers, but, so far as human eye can see, it is already

written in “ the Lamb’s Book of Life.” He “ witnesses a good confes-

sion.” He is patient and resigned, and even cheerful at the thought of

dissolution; thus bearing witness in his affliction to the power and effi-

cacy of that gospel, in behalf of which he has, for some years past, been

an active and powerful advocate.*

Notwithstanding the above exceptions, the general aspect of our ope-

rations is quite encouraging. No case of discipline has occurred in our

infant church, while we are permitted to record an accession to our num-
ber of four adult members. Three children of native members have also

been baptized.

We regret to record the death of “Is& Bakhsh,” whose name has for-

merly appeared in our reports, as the son of the chief Zamindar of Pa-
h£su. He was drowned in a pond into which he had gone for the pur-

pose of bathing. It was the birth of this lad that led his grandfather to

profess Christianity, and it remains to be seen what effect his death will

have upon his father and friends.

Subjoined are the customary details of our labours for the year:

—

t

* Samuel was called to his rest on Nov. 7th, 1852. He died in faith.

1853-9
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Schools :—The English school has been in active operation during the

year. The senior class has been engaged in the study of History, Natu-
ral Philosophy, Algebra, Arithmetic, Geography, Composition, &c. The
second and third classes, Reading, Writing, Arithmetic, Geography and
Grammar; while the fourth and fifth classes, being chiefly composed of

beginners, have had their attention more confined to Reading, oral les-

sons in English Grammar and Arithmetic, together with Geographical

lessons on the Maps.—The Scriptures are made the subject of daily study

by all
,
in proportion to their abilities. Those who cannot read the Bible

fluently have their minds stored with the truths of Scripture through the

medium of oral instruction. That these efforts are not without effect,

we are happy to witness in the liberal feelings daily gaining ground among
the pupils, and the desire manifested by many of them to converse on re-

ligious subjects, and to be present during public worship on the Sabbath.

During the cold weather, the number in attendance was upwards of fifty,

and the average for the whole year about forty.

The vernacular school has also been progressing to our entire satisfac-

tion. The number in attendance fluctuates considerably, but we are happy
-to be able to report an average for the year of about seventy-five scholars.

A Malavi with an assistant Munshi, conduct their Urdu and Persian stu-

dies, while one of the missionaries and a catechist have been daily em-
ployed in teaching them the Scriptures in Urdu, together with Geogra-

phy, the use of the globes and maps, iEsop’s Fables, Improvements in

Science, &c. They have also been committing to memory, in their own
language, a poetical account of Christ, and the Shorter Catechism.—In

all these they have made considerable progress.

During the cold season, the English and vernacular schools were held

in the same building in the city, and although some alterations were made
for the purpose of accommodating both, great inconvenience was experienced

from the crowding of so many into the same apartment. But as the

schools are only thus united in the cool weather, we hope to get along

without adding an additional wing to the present building, as was at one

time contemplated. Our operations in vernacular education may be much
extended, and are now only limited by want of funds to increase our

agency.

Village school .—A vernacular school was organized in the village of

Pahasu in the commencement of the missionary year, which has been sup-

plied gratuitously with books and a school-room map of the world. At
'first it was contemplated to supply a part of the teacher’s salary, but this

was discontinued, as we deemed it more advisable to encourage the peo-

ple to support their own school, while we supplemented their efforts by

books, occasional visitations, &c. This school is still in existence, though

not so flourishing as we could desire. The native idea is to confine edu-

cation, in a great measure, to the wealthy, and we find it difficult to per-

suade them to extend their efforts to the poor and the lower classes of so-

ciety.

Church services :—The usual religious services in English and Hindu-

stani have been regularly kept up, i. e. English preaching every Sabbath

afternoon; English prayer-meeting with exposition, every Thursday eve-

ning
;
Hindustani preaching every Sabbath in two places

;
Hindustani

prayer-meeting every Tuesday evening in the mission church.

The attendance upon these services has been such as greatly to en-

courage us. A larger number than usual of the English and East Indian

residents have attended on Sabbath, and many natives, Hindus and Ma-
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homedans, particularly scholars from the schools, have been present and

joined in the exercises. The church members have been very exemplary

in their conduct, and nothing but peace and harmony is manifested among
them. The number of communicants in the church at present, including

the missionaries, is 21.

Bazaar preaching :—Under this head we include all the stated ag-

gressive operations of the mission outside of the schools, excepting itine-

rancies. The church services are intended for those who already are

professing Christians; but bazaar preaching is addressed to the heathen and

Mahomedans who are entirely without the gospel. The object of the

missionary is to reach the understanding and the heart of all who can be

brought within his influence, consequently he must not rest satisfied with

declaring the gospel message to those who come as inquirers after it, but

he must seek for hearers wherever they are to be found. In accordance

with this view, we endeavour to give as much of our time as possible to

this part of our missionary work. The gospel has, in this way, been daily

proclaimed in the city and sometimes from house to house. Frequently

we have large and attentive assemblies, listening with eagerness to the

strange story of redeeming love
;
while at other times only a very few persons

are all that can be gathered. Sometimes there are none to oppose, and all

assent to what is said; and again there is the warmest opposition. But
whether to many or to few, whether to attentive listeners, or to noisy dis-

putants, we preach the word, in the unwavering confidence that it must

eventually prevail.

The question is frequently put to us, “What good is done by bazaar

preaching?” We cannot, in such a synopsis as this, reply in full to the

question. But we simply refer such inquirers to the streets and bazaars

of our city. Ask the people there, particularly the youthful population,

about the Saviour of sinners,—his character, life, sufferings and death,

and the reason assigned by the missionaries for all that he did and suf-

fered, and their replies will be one answer , as to the usefulness of bazaar

preaching.

Itinerations and attending melas :—Immediately after the annual meet-

ing last year, Mr. Caldwell, accompanied by one of the catechists, made
an itinerating tour of about a month’s duration, visting a number of the

large towns to the east and south of Saharanpur. The distribution of

tracts and books was considerable in almost all the places visited, and the

disposition on the part of those to whom we had access to listen to the

gospel, was, in many instances, even more encouraging than in former

years. At one place a young Brahmin was met with, who had heard

something of the way of salvation at the Hardwar fair, and who seemed
quite prepared, externally at least, to embrace Christianity. Thus, we
trust, that one here, and another there, may be found among the benighted
around us, enlightened by the beams of the Sun of righteousness.

The Hardwar fair was attended this year by Messrs. Campbell and
Caldwell, and two native assistants. They were also joined in labour by
missionaries from Lodiana and Arabala. Our labours at the Mela were
so similar to those of other years, that a particular specification is unne-
cessary. It is worthy of remark, however, that the fair of this year was
almost a failure, being the smallest that has ever been known in modern
times. Still, we found sufficient employment to engage us all to the ut-

most of our ability.

The fair at Manakmow, in our immediate vicinity, which was perhaps
larger than usual this year, was also attended by the same persons, with
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all the native helpers at command. We found a good opportunity of

preaching to the people and of distributing books.

The orphan institution :—During the past year one boy died in this

institution, and one has been received, so that the number at present is

nine, the same as mentioned in our last report. The studies of the pu-

pils have been divided between Hindustani, Persian and English. In the

native languages they have been reading in the Scriptures and Christian

books, and also in native works, and in books designed to put them in

possession of arguments in confutation of the Hindu and Mahomedan re-

ligion. In English they have been engaged in Reading, Writing, English

Grammar and Arithmetic. During the whole of the year, they have
committed twenty verses of Scripture weekly, and have now treasured up
in their memories nearly the whole of the four gospels. On this portion

of Scripture, on a few questions in the Shorter Catechism, and on the

sermons in Hindustani they have heard through the day, they are care-

fully examined and catechised every Sabbath evening. Also, at evening

worship, in Hindustani, they are required to give, with closed books, an

account of the portion of Scripture read, and to make such inferences as

may seem to them to arise from the passage. Their conduct altogether

has been highly satisfactory and exemplary, so that, in the case of the

older boys, neither chastisement nor reproof has been called for during the

past year. Amongst them a general seriousness has prevailed, and we
trust the Spirit of God has been dealing with the hearts of several. Two
of the larger boys, on application to be received into the church, wTere lately

examined by the session and very cordially admitted. They have been

baptized and received to full membership. Others are still serious, and

we trust that ere long more fruit will be realized, and that some will thus

be raised up, who may be useful in promoting the spiritual welfare of their

benighted countrymen.

It may seem sanguine in us to draw favourable conclusions from what
has now been stated. But while we may be filled with hope at the pros-

pects of the future, we trust we are not at the same time forgetful of our

own manifold shortcomings. We would lament our want of greater suc-

cess in a cause in which our warmest sympathies and most earnest aspi-

rations are so strongly enlisted. Yet we cannot but rejoice that the Lord
has been pleased to own our feeble and unworthy efforts in some degree

during the past year, by some special tokens of his approbation. Happy
will it be for us, and blessed for the missionary work in our hands, if past

mercies stimulate us to renewed exertion. Under every aspect of the past

we may well exclaim, “Not unto us, not unto us, but to God be all the

glory.”

DONATIONS RECEIVED DURING THE YEAR FROM CHRISTIAN FRIENDS IN

INDIA.

Moseley Smith, Esq., C. S., two hundred rupees: F. W. Place, Esq.

one hundred rupees: Mission Church, Saharanpur, monthly collection,

one hundred and ninety-four rupees: Native Christians, six rupees six anas:

J. Powell, Sen., Esq., twenty-four rupees: Captain Robertson, five rupees:

Mrs. Dr. Ross, fifteen rupees: Anonymous, fourteen rupees: C. S., one

rupee, eight anas. Total amount, 559 rupees, fourteen anas, five pice.*

P. S. The above has been applied to the general expenses of the sta-

tion, and accounted for to the board in New York. It is sent to you merely

as a statement to show how our friends in this country assist us in a pecu-

niary way. J. R. C.

* A rupee is wcrth about half-a-dollar.
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GENERAL SURVEY OF THE MISSIONARY FIELD.

In a preceding number, our readers were furnished with a brief outline

of the Missions of the American Board. We find in the London Mis-

sionary Register a review of the operations of all the various societies

which are engaged in the evangelization of the world, and we make such

extracts from it as will give a general outline of the present condition of

the great work which the Saviour’s last command so solemnly binds his

people to engage in.

WESTERN AFRICA.

Bible and Tract Societies.—The Bible Society at Sierra Leone

has remitted to the British and Foreign Bible Society 10/., and has re-

ceived 2387 copies of the Scriptures for distribution : 500 copies of the

Gospel of Luke, the Acts, and Epistles of James and Peter, have been

printed in the Yoruba language. There has been a great desire mani-

fested to obtain the Scriptures; and as copies are given only to those

who can read, large numbers of the aged, adult, and youth are earnestly

engaged in learning. The missionaries of the Bible Society are about to

prepare translations of the Bible into the Accra and the Osti languages,

which are spoken by more than 5,COO,000 of people. The Religious

Tract Society has made grants of tracts and books, and has engaged to

assist in publishing tracts in the Yoruba language.

Missionary Societies.—The Church Missionary Society (sustained

chiefly by the evangelical portion of the Established Church in England,)

has stations at Freetown, and several other places in the colony of Sierra

Leone. It has, in all, 17 stations and 104 labourers, of whom 22 are

Europeans, and the remainder natives. The average attendance at pub-

lic worship is 8370
;
the number of communicants 2935

;
there are 58

seminaries and schools, with 5921 pupils, more than a third of whom are

adults.

The Wesleyan Missionary Society has stations in Gambia at Bathurst,

in Sierra Leone at Freetown, and on the Gold Coast
,
and in the kingdom

of Ashantee. There are in all 10 missionaries, with 9 native assistants,

and 7284 communicants. The schools contain 4913 pupils.

The Baptist Missionary Society has 3 stations in Fernando Po. There
are 2 missionaries, and 7 European and 4 native assistants. The number
of communicants reported is 69, of pupils in the schools 70.

The Basle Missionary Society has stations at Akropong and Ussu,
and the North German Missionary Society of Hamburg has a station on
Cape Coast.

The Jamaica Presbyterian Mission is established on the Old Calabar
River, formerly one of the chief seats of the slave trade, from which
15,000 were exported annually. This region is the scene of some of the

most degrading and cruel rites of heathenism.

The American Baptist Missionary Society has stations in Liberia , at

Bexley, and Little Bassa.

The American Board has stations at Gaboon, and other places, of which
a particular account was given in our February number.

The Episcopal Board of Missions has 5 stations at Cape Palmas.
The Methodist Episcopal Society has 20 stations, with out stations.

The Presbyterian Board has 5 stations, with 7 missionaries.

The Southern Baptist Convention has 5 stations and 5 missionaries.
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From the following extracts from the reports of these various Societies

our readers may ascertain the progress and the prospects in this interest-

ing field of missionary labour :

—

“Encouraging prospects are opening forth for Western Africa. The
salvation of God is sent to these Gentiles, and they will hear it

;
and we

recognise the very secret of our strength, the sure hope of our success, in

the very simplicity wherewith those great verities are brought home to

them. It is a vast field now unfolding before us— populous towns are

found, which almost remind us of the crowds that have congregated in

the valley of the lower Ganges.”
“ In 1850, there were 36,458 Christians in Sierra Leone, out of a po-

pulation of 45,472. When it is remembered that all liberated Africans

introduced into the colony are heathen or Mahomedans, and that many
thousands have been recently introduced, this result of missionary success

is very satisfactory.”

“ At Cameroons,” says one of the missionaries, “ early in the year we
baptized five, who still give us pleasure by their devoted attachment to

the Lord and his cause: a month since, we baptized eleven others, and

still we leave several whom we approve. The congregation is numerous,

and the devout attention to the Word by a large number is exceedingly

pleasing. At four and five o’clock every morning the school-room is

crowded to hear the Word of God, and in the evening the people will

only retire when bidden : numbers use every effort to learn to read

—

many have succeeded—and then the joy, the astonishment of their hearts

at any fresh discovery of divine love as revealed in the Scriptures. They
hold their lips, or beat their heads, as the expressions they read are ex-

plained to them, and are utterly unable to describe the emotions of their

hearts. Sometimes they seem afraid to breathe, lest the wonderful idea

should be disturbed and flit away from them
;
and they wait for minutes

unable to grasp the thought which comes upon them. The parables of

Jesus are a continual feast for them. The only limit to our usefulness

now is our time and strength. Concern for instruction succeeds conver-

sion. Ignorance is not deplored until guilt is a burden.”
“ The resumption of the mission in Fernando Po, and on the neigh-

bouring coast, has been attended by several encouraging circumstances.

It was found that, during the entire absence of European superintendence,

the church at Clarence, numbering about a hundred members, had regu-

larly met for divine worship on the Lord’s day, and for prayer during the

week. Under the guidance of its deacons, it had observed the ordinances

of the house of God, in particular, watching with jealous care over the

purity of its fellowship. It would have been no surprise to have found

the church disorganized and' the members scattered, and large numbers

again captive to the vices of savage life. But the grace of God had not

been preached or received in vain. It manifested its power in the godly

jealousy with which the church was guarded, on the one hand, from the

intrusion of unregenerate men, and, on the other hand, by freeing itself

from fellowship with apostacy.”

SOUTHERN AFRICA.

Bible, Tract, and Education Societies.—The Cope Town auxiliary

of the British and Foreign Bible Society has issued 2202 volumes, and has

received from contributions 133/., and from sales 261/. Other auxiliaries

in the colony have also made large remittances, and copies of the Scrip-
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tures have been very extensively circulated, in the English, Dutch, and

native languages.

The Christian Knowledge Society, and the Religious Tract Society,

are assisting in education, and in the circulation of evangelical publica-

tions. But the Caffre war has much embarrassed their operations.

Missionary Societies.—The United Brethren commenced missionary

operations in Southern Africa in 1736, and have now 7 stations, with a

number of out stations. The number of communicants reported is 1537,

and the entire number under instruction is 5494. The Caffre war and

epidemic sickness have greatly impeded the efforts of the missionaries
;

yet they have had gracious evidences of the divine protection, and reason

is given to believe that their labours have not been in vain.

The London Missionary Society sustains 29 stations, with numerous out

stations. The number of communicants reported is 2351. War, sickness,

and drought have done much to diminish the prosperity of this mission. In

some instances, the people have been reduced nearly to a state of starvation,

from the failure of their crops and the high price of provisions. At Peelton,

the chapel and other missionary buildings were burnt to ashes by the Caf-

fres, and many of the most active and useful of the members of the mission

churches have been obliged to leave their homes and go out with the army.

It is pleasing to find that these Christian soldiers have conducted themselves

with great propriety, and seem to have suffered little injury from their

exposure to the vices of the camp. One of the missionaries states, in re-

gard to the men draughted from his station, that “ when they left for the

war, several, being our leading members, requested, at parting, that we
would not neglect to supplicate a Throne of Grace on their behalf, par-

ticularly that they might not be permitted to bring disgrace on their pro-

fession, and that, whether in life or death, they might glorify their Lord
and Saviour. Prayer was continually offered—never were they forgotten.

The Lord heard the prayer of his people, and gave a blessing above that

asked
;
the men were all spared to return, and on their return they found

a people mostly inquiring what they must do to be saved. It was to me
an overpowering time : many who were old, and had lived all their days
in vanity, were anxiously crowding round me : wherever I went, the

young of both sexes were seen waiting to get an opportunity of speaking

to me alone. Thirty-three persons have been received into the church
;

seven others, who had fled from the frontier, from Fort Beaufort, the

church of Mr. Gill, have also been admitted, making the accession forty.

A considerable number of inquirers meet on Tuesday and on Thursday
evenings.”

Another missionary says :
“ I observed no less than nine young men

congregated together in a retired spot, evidently conversing on the inte-

rests of their souls. Further observation convinces me that there is a

general movement among the youth of both sexes.”
“ A neat and commodious chapel, erected by the unaided exertions of

the coloured people, was opened for divine service on the 30th November,
at Long-kloof.”

The congregations attending religious services have been large, and in

some places more numerous than before. The Rev. Mr. Moffat, who is

placed at Lattakoo, states that “ the attendance on the services of the
sanctuary has been uniformly exemplary, both in numbers and regularity

;

and the congregations have been characterized by external decorum and a

pleasing attention to the great truths sounded in their ears. By schools,
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and Bible classes also, knowledge has increased, even that knowledge
which is able to save the soul through faith in the divine Redeemer

;
and

the entire appearance and deportment of the people contrast most favour-

ably with their former state.

“From this mission, seven native evangelists have, at different times,

been sent forth into the vineyard
;
and, notwithstanding the prevalence

of an unhappy prejudice among some of the tribes against receiving in-

structions from their own countrymen, these men have, to a certain extent,

been blessed in their labours.
“ Mr. Moffat has continued to devote as much time as could be spared

from other duties to the translation of the Old Testament Scriptures into

Sechuana, of which the Pentateuch is nearly completed, and also a revi-

sion of the minor Prophets. Mr. Ashton has also, as in former years,

given much attention to the printing and bookbinding department of the

mission. Within a recent period he has translated into Sechuana and
printed an edition of the little work entitled, 4 Line upon Line;’ and
also printed a revised edition of Genesis, Exodus, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes,

and Isaiah, translated by Mr. Moffat.”

It is proposed to extend the operations of the mission northwards, and
to occupy an extensive district on the River Zonga, which otherwise, it

is feared, will be the scene of the slave-trade.

The Wesleyan Missionary Society has more than 50 stations. The
number of communicants is 4149. The circumstances which have done
so much to retard the progress of the efforts of other societies, have had
a similar effect on those which the Wesleyan missionaries are engaged in.

Yet the consistent conduct of the members of the churches, while in the

army, and their fidelity to the government, have given great satisfaction.

The attendance on the public ordinances, where these have not been sus-

pended by the war, has in many instances increased, and there have been

a number of cases in which the divine Spirit appears to have blessed the

truth to the salvation of the soul.

The Free Church of Scotland has 7 stations. The disturbed condition

of the country and the high prices of provisions have occasioned much
difficulty in the prosecution of missionary work; but there are a number of

candidates for baptism, and the pupils in the schools are making much
improvement. One of the missionaries writes: “You are aware that

this is the fifth time that I have been driven away from my field of labour

by war—first from Balfour, on the Kat River, when Nakama was ex-

pelled in 1829. A month hence, it will be twTenty-one years since I went
to labour in that quarter, and among a people rude when compared with

those among whom I had been employed during the seven years which
preceded. When at war among themselves, I had sometimes to act as a

mediator. I have tended them when wounded, and tortured, and sick,

vaccinating thousands of them. I did a little among them for the intro-

duction of agricultural implements, grains, and roots, for the adoption of

fixed periods of service and reasonable rates of wages, and for the sub-

stituting, instead of bauhler, useful articles of clothing, food in times of

scarcity, and, at length, money instead of barter, and weights and mea-

sures instead of a covetous eye. And I trust that many were led to ap-

preciate that rule of righteousness and mercy which was preached to

them, and this was, no doubt, promoted by the schools set up among them.

Yet it pleased Him whom I sought to serve in these labours to assign me
trials and sufferings under the three wars which followed. On the 25th
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of December, 18-50, every one of the inhabitants of our station left it with

me. They would not stay behind.”

The United Presbyterian Church of Scotland had 3 stations
;
but “ the

Caffre war has been most disastrous to the operations of this Society. It

has laid waste the mission stations, scattered the missionaries and converts,

suspended entirely the work of instruction, and done an amount of evil

which can scarcely be exaggerated
;
and yet there is no disposition to

abandon the field.
5 ’

The French Protestants have 12 stations. The war has operated un-

favourably
;
one of their stations was the place where the first battle oc-

curred between the British and the Bassoutos, when 300 of the former were

cast down a precipice or thrust through with lances. Evidences of the

convicting power of the Gospel have not been wanting, and a most favour-

able account is given of the tribe of Moshew, which, “ averse from the

noise of war, remains quiet in the care and culture of its fields and flocks;

and, in the midst of the warlike excitement around them, assembles at the

sound of the church bell, and from its congregations ascend gentle chants

and fervent prayers.”

The American Board has a number of stations among the Zulus, of

which an account is given in our February number.

The Gospel Propagation Society has found its operations greatly im-

peded by the war. Efforts are in progress to increase the supply of the

ordinances.

The Rhenish Missionary Society has 16 stations; but its operations

have been very unfavourably affected by the circumstances already men-
tioned.

The Berlin Missionary Society has 10 stations, several of which have

been suspended in consequence of the war. The number of communicants
reported is 600.

The Norwegian Missionary Society has 2 stations and 3 missionaries.

While the influence of the war has been, for the time, very unfavourable,

yet that divine Providence which brings good out of evil will, no doubt,

produce ultimately very beneficial results. The collection of so many va-

rious tribes and races in the army of a Christian nation will extend the

influence of civilization and religion. One of the missionaries writes:

—

“ Here have been assembled Hottentots, and other coloured races from

the colony, and levies from tribes living far east along the shores of the

Indian Ocean, all coloured; and yet some with hair straight as a rush, as

well as the frizzled, most of them heathen, but some Mahomedans, and

not a few exemplary Christians from missionary Stations. And of our own
countrymen, many were Irish, not a few English, and some Scotch.”

[To be continued.]

[For the Banner of the Covenant.]

THE SABBATH SCHOOL OF THE FIRST REFORMED PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH,
NEW YORK.

Mr. Editor :—Dear Sir, Knowing the interest that you take in hear-

ing of every earnest effort made to do good, I wish to inform you of what
has recently been done in the Sabbath School connected with the Rev. Dr.
M‘Leod’s church; and I do so not only because it may please you, but

also hoping that it will stir up others to go and do likewise.

The Sabbath School is in a prosperous condition, and under the prompt-
ings of its excellent superintendent, Mr. John H. Brown, both teachers
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and pupils have become animated by a fervent missionary spirit. They
have gone zealously to work to raise funds to advance the cause of mis-
sions, and have pledged themselves to support a pupil in our mission school
in Northern India, until he may have finished his studies; and to judge
from the zeal manifested, they will be able to do much more than this.

A missionary from among our American Indians not long ago addressed
the children in the Sabbath School, and he has warmly enlisted their sym-
pathies in favour of these Aborigines, and it is very probable that the

school may wish also to give a portion for the good of these benighted
ones.

Several, I understand, in the congregation, have undertaken to support
scholars in mission schools among them.

I may also say that the teachers have unanimously agreed that the pupil

whom they are to support in our school in India should take the name of

Mr. Brown, their present superintendent.

Very much can be done by a little effort; and I hope the earnest spirit

now manifested by the teachers and pupils of this Sabbath school will not
only be increased, but imitated by many. The luxury of doing good is more
excellent by far than any other, and costs but very little. It is not pro-

perly known, or people would seek it more. Alex. Robinson.

[For the Banner of the Covenant.]

THE CHINESE WALL.

This structure has long been one of the wonders of the world. It is

about 1500 miles in extent, and wide enough for six or seven horsemen

to ride abreast upon it with ease. It was built more than two thousand

years ago, to defend the Chinese against the invasion of the Tartars. But
this is not the wall to which we refer. China has for ages been fortified

by a wall more impregnable than this stupendous fabric. A deep-rooted

prejudice in favour of their own antiquated notions has for centuries been

an impassable barrier, preventing all egress of Chinese, or ingress of any
thing like Christianity or European civilization. In their commerce with

other nations they have studiously avoided the importation of foreign

manufactures, receiving for their own exports nothing but gold and silver,

thus perpetuating their ancient customs. This great Chinese wall is de-

molished. China, with her teeming millions, is now open, and her popu-

lation is pouring by thousands upon the golden shores of California
;
and

when access to the Chinaman is thus providentially afforded, the duty of

the Christian is plain. Does the church feel it a duty to send the gospel

to the dark corners of the earth, and will she neglect the heathen when
Providence brings them to the very door ? Of the thousands of Chinese

who now visit our south-western borders, many will doubtless return to

the interior of China. A large proportion of these are not likely to return

laden simply with the precious metal, but also either with the invaluable

jewel of evangelical piety, or the base counterfeit of Catholicism.

And is the Protestant world prepared to see them return proselyted to

the church of Rome? If so, let the church remain idle, and the priests

will do the work. The transition will be easy from Chinese idolatry to

Roman Catholicism. The rites of a Chinese devotee and those of a de-

luded votary of the mother of harlots are strikingly similar. If the

former was introduced into a Catholic church, he might easily mistake
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the image of the Virgin Mary for that of Shinmoo. In view of these

facts, the church should use all her efforts to send the gospel to California,

and to place the Bible in the hands of the disciples of Confucius and

worshippers of Fo. Let Protestants work, ere the priests bind them in

fetters, if possible stronger than their ancient prejudices. Human cupidity

has drawn them to our shores. Whilst they seek for earthly treasures,

O that they may find the pearl above all price! K.

i T

jrftcologfcal Dtscuosfons.
[For the Banner of the Covenant.]

BIBLE CLASS QUESTIONS.
[Concluded from page 126 ]

The Call of Abraham and Renewal of the Covenant with him .

Is not Abraham one of the most distinguished scripture characters ? In

what book of the Bible is the first mention made of Abraham ? In what

chapter of Genesis do we find it ? In what verse of the eleventh chapter

do we find it ? Does this 26th verse of the eleventh of Genesis give us

the names of his father and two brothers? Give the names of the three.

Where was Abraham’s native place? In what country was Ur? Be-

tween what two rivers was the country of Mesopotamia bounded ? Do
the rivers Tigris and Euphrates approach each other at, and both fall

into the Persian Gulf? (See map.) Does it not appear by the map that

the Tigris bounded Mesopotamia on the east? And did not the Eu-
phrates bound it on the west? Does it also appear by the map that it

was bounded on the north and north-west by the Euphrates and the moun-
tains of Ararat? Does it appear that Mesopotamia was an extensive

country? Cast your eye upon the map, and see that Ur and Haran lie

far in the northern parts of this country. Do you see that Ur lies on the

western side of the Tigris, to the east of the country ? Do you see, also,

that Haran lies on the east side of the Euphrates, on the west of the

country? In travelling, therefore, from Ur to Haran, was the course

westerly ? But from Haran to Canaan was not the course south-west,

or nearly south? Did Abraham leave his native place Ur, and, travelling

by Haran, go into Canaan ? By what was he induced to do so? Ans.

By the command and promise of God.
God gives, and often repeats promises to Abraham, but covenants with

him formally only qnce.

Where do we meet with the first account of a promise given by God
to Abraham? Repeat, then, the first three verses of the twelfth of Ge-
nesis. Where was Abraham when the words of these three verses were
addressed to him? Can you prove that he was then in his native place?

By what evidence can you prove it? Show how the first verse proves

it. Can any one leave a place he does not occupy ? Since, then, God
commanded him to leave his country, and kindred, and father’s house, and
since no one can leave the place where he is not, is it not evident that he
was certainly then in his native place, which was the very country he was
commanded to leave? Can you mention any passage of Scripture which
expressly says he was in his native country when the words of the first

verse of the 12th chapter were addressed to him? Where is it? Repeat
the words of Acts vii. 2. Now, remember that this is the first promise
that God gave to Abraham, and he received it in his native country, in

Ur of the Chaldees.
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The matter of this promise substantially the same as that of all

the promises subsequently given to Abraham.—Let us, then, consider well

the matter of the first promise made to Abraham. Was not a land or

country one part of the matter of this promise? Give the words which
prove it. “ Unto a land that I will show thee.” Last clause of the first

verse Gen. xii. Was seed, or posterity, another part of the matter of this

promise? Can you fairly show this from the face of the first promise
itself? Let us see. Whether did God promise to make him merely head
or chief of a great nation

;
or, that of him he would make a great na-

tion? Well, since it was of him he promised to make a great nation,

—

since a nation, and especially a great nation, involves the idea of a mul-
titude, a great multitude, is it not evident, then, that the promise to make
of him a great nation was the same as if God had said, 1 will give thee a

numerous, a renowned posterity—a peculiar people, constituted into a

great and renowned nation? Again: Did not God promise to bless him,

and to make him a blessing, and that in him all families of the earth should

be blessed? And was not this also matter
,
and the most important part

of the matter of the first promise to Abraham? Now, let us see: Do we
not find the matter of this first promise to contain the following distinct

but connected parts?—First, land
,
as a temporal and typical possession;

second, a numerous seed , to be constituted into a separate great nation
;

and, third, that in a seed peculiarly his all the families of the earth should

be blessed ?

Once more : let us consider the matter of this promise, and ask : Do
not its several parts necessarily depend on each other ? Thus : Did not

a numerous posterity require an extensive landed possession? And with-

out a seed at all, was it possible to make of one man a great nation at all?

Without any seed, any peculiar seed, was it possible for all the families of

the earth to be blessed in Abraham? Is it not, then, most manifest that

although the matter of this promise contains distinct parts, yet these parts

are necessarily connected? No seed at all, then no nation at all of that

one man. No nation of Abraham’s seed at all— then no separate country

needed at all. Again: no peculiar seed at all
;
then no peculiar blessing,

nor any blessing of the families of the earth in Abraham at all. But,

are not all these things the elements of the first promise made to Abra-
ham? And are not all these elements necessarily connected with each

other? In this promise, therefore, we have the substance of all those

which follow to Abraham. The matter of the promise cannot be separated .

Certain laws of nature seemed to conflict with this promise, in Abra-
ham’s case, and to test severely Abraham’s faith.

Suppose this promise of a numerous seed to be made to a very pro-

mising, pious young man in single life—would there be any thing, in this

case, arising from his age, or singleness of life, to discourage his confidence

in the promise? Suppose, again, the promise to be made to an old man,
and that man married—and suppose his wife to be so old that she is, by

the course of nature, past the time of bearing
;
and suppose, still farther,

that she is barren
;
then would not these things very seriously alter the

case of the promise ? According to the latter supposition, would there

not be much to render believing hard? Nowt
,
let us see: Was not the

case supposed, in every respect, Abraham’s case? Read the fourth verse

of this chapter, and say what was Abraham’s age when he left Haran?
And, even when 75, did God fulfil to him the promise of a seed ? How
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long time was it, after he came into Canaan, before he had any offspring?

See chap. xvi. 3. How old was he, then, when Ishmael was born ? And
thus it appears he was 86 before he saw any of his offspring. But was
this the seed promised him, or yet the way in which that seed was to come ?

Who was Ishmael’s mother? Who, or what was Hagar’s? Had he

any authority from God to go in unto his wife’s handmaid or slave ? Had
he not his wife’s consent, however? Yes. But was it not contrary to

the end and intention of marriage to take a second while the first wife

was living ? Could, therefore, Abraham’s and his wife’s agreeing to do

the thing which "was wrong make that thing right? It does appear, does

it not, that both Abraham and his wife were anxious to see the promised

seed ? And, spurred on by this anxiety, is it not evident they put their

own interpretation on the promise, and that they attempted to run, before

God’s time, to its possession ? Was this either wise or safe ? Is it not

always best to wT ait God’s time ?

An objection met and a question answered : namely, Was not poly-

gamy allowed in those days? Yes. But did God allow it by any ex-

pressed sanction ? Besides, is it reasonable to suppose that God would
grant a seed in which all families of the earth should be blessed, in a way
which is contrary to the design of his own ordinance? Did not the event

prove, at last, that not by any crooked means the purpose of God could

be effected ? Even yet, when Abraham is 86, and Sarah 76, does God
actually give the promised seed? At what age of each did the heir

promised come? As Abraham was 100, and Sarah 90 years of age,

when Isaac was born, how much older was Abraham than Sarah? Prove
that she was 90. Chap. xvii. 17. Prove that Abraham was 100. Chap,

xxi. 5. Repeat the words in each case. Prove that Sarah was barren.

Chap. xi. 30.

The second edition of the promise .

Did God repeat this promise of land and seed to Abraham ? Can you
prove it? By what Scripture ? Repeat, then, the words of chap. xii. 7.

Where was Abraham then? xii. 6. Was not Sichem in the land of Ca-

naan ? Did the Lord appear to him there ? ver. 7. What did he say to

him ? Do not the verses, “ Unto thy seed will I give this land” repeat
,

for Abraham’s encouragement, the promise of land and seed ? Is there

any new matter brought up in the promise this time? But do not the

words point out more definitely, thus, this land
,
the land promised, than

does the first promise? But observe, is not the promise in this case to

the same party, Abraham, about the same things as before, land and seed?

Therefore, the first and second promises to Abraham substantially iden-

tify.

The same Promise repeated a fourth time to Abraham.

Turning to the 15th chapter of Genesis and 1st verse, do we read that

God cautioned Abraham not to be afraid? Is it necessary solemnly to

caution against fear, where neither ground of fear exists nor sign of fear

appears ? Does it accord, therefore, in such a case, with the character of

an intelligent and wise agent to caution thus ? But is it not certain that,

in the case before us, God did solemnly warn and encourage Abraham
against fear? Therefore, is it not reasonable to conclude that Abraham
had, upon some ground, feared, and also that, on the same ground, given

signs of fear? Hence, would not this, namely, his fear, constitute both
the cause and argue the necessity of the caution administered?
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Now, suppose that a man who manifests certain indications of deep con-

cern and anxiety of mind, refers expressly to the cause of concern and
anxiety, is it correct or fair to refer his anxiety to something else than

that of which he has made mention, or to any thing else to which he him-

self has made no reference whatever? To apply this to the case before

us, do we read that Abraham manifested any signs of fear lest the con-

federate nations, whose armies he had routed, should again invade the

land with a strong re-enforcement? Or, in the caution which God admi-

nistered, do we find that He made any reference to a renewal of hostilities

as the cause of Abraham’s fear? Since, therefore, neither God nor

Abraham made any reference to the probabilities of such hostilities as the

cause of his fear, has the reader any authority to assume that the cause

of his fear was the possible or probable return of the confederate nations ?

And do we not find that Abraham stated distinctly what was the real

cause of his great anxiety? What was it? See verses 2, 3, of this chap.

In the order of the words here, with which do we meet first,—Abraham’s
complaint or God’s admonition? And are we to believe that it was not

till after God had solemnly cautioned and encouraged him against fear

that he gave utterance to the bitterness of his soul because of the deten-

tion of the promised seed? Well, I perceive that you are not able to

answer that it was really so; but, according to the order of the verses,

do we not see that they really read so? And, therefore, it is necessary to

inquire here, does the scripture narrative always present events in the

exact order of time in which they took place? Can you give an ex-

ample that it does not ? Where do you find it ? Does not the last part of

this eleventh of Genesis tell us of Abraham’s departure from his native

country? At whose call or command did he do so? But is it not in the

opening of the twelfth chapter that we first meet with this call or com-
mand of God addressed to Abraham? Now, if it was in accordance with

the call or command of God that he left at all, then must not the com-
mand necessarily have preceded the obedience, as the cause always neces-

sarily precedes the effect? And yet do we not find that Abraham’s de-

parture comes in the narrative before the cause of his departure?* Now,
to return to the narrative introduced in the opening of the 15th chapter,

let us ask, may not this also be an instance of the same kind ? For, is it

not more natural to think that Abraham first demurred concerning the

thrice repeated promise, not yet fulfilled, and then God admonished and

encouraged, than to think that God first encouraged, and that Abraham
demurred? According to this view of the passage, is it not evident that

Abraham’s complaint, recorded in the 2d verse, actually took place before

God’s admonition, narrated in the 1st verse of this chapter?

To strengthen this view of the connexion, suppose the original will

warrant the reading of this second verse thus: “Now, Abraham had said,

Lord God, how wilt thou give me; that is, how wilt thou give me the

seed promised, seeing I go childless,” &c. And suppose it will warrant the

reading of the 1st verse thus: “after these words that is, of Abraham’s

complaint or inquiry:—I say, suppose the original will allow the verses

to be read thus, then will not the whole passage appear, at least, more

natural, as to its connexion, and much easier to be understood? Besides,

according to this reading, would it not be most clearly evident that Abra-

ham’s anxiety, as set forth in the 2d verse, wTas that which gave occasion

* See postscript at the end of this article.
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to and rendered necessary both the caution and the encouragement ad-

dressed to him by God in the 1st verse? Now, again observe: if the

word which is rendered said in the 2d verse of this chapter be, in the

original, the very same word, and the very same form of the word, as

that which occurs in the 1st verse of the twelfth chapter, and which is

there rendered had said; and if the connexion, as we have already seen,

seems to require that it be so rendered here also, then the reading and ex-

planations here presented are entitled, at least, to the consideration of the

more learned and intelligent reader.

According to this view of the passage, the 2d and 1st verses would

stand and read thus: “ Now Abraham had said, Lord God, how wilt thou

give me, seeing I go childless,” &c. After these words—the word of

the Lord came unto Abram, in a vision, saying, “ Fear not, Abram; I am
thy shield and thy exceeding great reward,”—then the third verse will

come in naturally, not as a mere repetition of the second verse, but as,

first, an acknowledgment by Abraham of the fact, that upon this subject,

so deeply interesting to him and the church of God, he did feel deeply

concerned. Second. It comes in, as an appeal to the fact, in explanation

of his great anxiety, that although a country and a numerous seed had

been three times promised already, yet many years had now transpired

and the seed was not yet given, nor could he tell how
,
it would be. Hence,

third, it comes in, arguing powerfully the necessity of a fresh renewal of

the promise, and calling for a clearer and fuller development of the pur-

pose of God respecting it. Accordingly, do we not read that God did,

forthwith, favour Abraham with thefourth declaration of the promise of

the land and a numerous seed, in terms fuller, more definite and satisfac-

tory than had been done before? Yerse 4.

Did we see, in our last exercise, that Abraham was 75 when he left

Haran? Gen. xii. 4. Now, if he resided fifteen years in Haran before

he left it for Canaan, and if he left his native country, as we have found

he did, at the call and promise of God, then does it not appear that he
was 60 when he first received the promise ? And if 60 when he received

it the first time, and if, as we find by Gen. xvii. 17, he was 100 when the

promised son came by the birth of Isaac, then had not Abraham to hang
upon the promise for full forty years? What wonder, then, that he was
very anxious indeed ? Oh ! what renewals of faith and exercise of pa-

tience the good patriarch must have required all that time ! Hence, were
not God’s often renewals of the promise most seasonably and graciously

adapted to the necessity of Abraham’s case?

Was it not a great trial, when travelling was difficult and dangerous,

to rise up—leave, for ever, his country, kindred, father’s house, and go
into a far country and strange land—a land whose inhabitants were
strangers to the worship of the true God? But did not God meet this

case by the most important promises ever made to any man? Gen. xii.

2, 3. When he actually passed into that land of strangers to the true

God, and was met by a famine of bread, was it not very trying, indeed?

Gen. xii. 10. But, to meet this again, did not God graciously renew the

promise there? See ver. 7. And when the famine was over, and he had
returned from Egypt, whither he had fled from it, was it not hard to have
to be separated, through litigation also, in a strange country, from his

near kinsman, Lot? But here, again, did not God wonderfully encourage
him by a fuller and clearer renewal still? Gen. xiv. 13 to 17, inclusive.

And now, after he has been long from his native country, after many
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years’ sojourn in this far distant land
;
and now that both he and his wife

are far advanced in years, and are still clinging to the promise—and be-

sides all this, if we keep in view the infirmities common to fallen humanity,
need we wonder that Abraham’s anxiety was wrought up to the highest

pitch, when, even yet, his home-born servant was his only heir-apparent?

Gen. xv. 3. Do we not see that his faith was severely tried? And here

again, did not God encourage his confidence, and most kindly and gra-

ciously correct his error concerning the promised seed by another season-

able renewal of the same promise, and by distinctly informing him that

the promised seed should spring from his own bowels? Yer. 4, 7.

And farther, when, in his eagerness to possess the seed promised, he

ran before God’s time, took a servant to his bed—perverted thus the re-

velation which God had given him, and overlooked the very possibility

of Sarah’s connexion with the accomplishment of the promise altogether,

did not God most patiently bear with him, again repeat the promise of

land and seed more fully and clearly still; Gen. xvii. 6, &c.
;
and also re-

veal, expressly, that Sarah should be the mother of the seed promised ?

Yer. 19. And now that the often-promised, that the long and earnestly

expected heir has, at last, really come, Abraham’s faith must be subjected

to a trial severer than ever. For, was he not commanded to take the

heir of promise, his dear Isaac, his only son Isaac, and present him as

a burnt-offering to the Lord? Gen. xxii. 2. Oh ! but this was an awful

trial. But, then, his ready obedience to this command having proved

the power of his faith and immortalized his name, did not God, under the

solemn sanction of an oath—for he swore by himself—renew, for the sixth

time ,
his promise of the land of Canaan and an innumerable seed— a seed,

in whom all the families of the earth should be blessed? Gen. xxii. 16 to

18, inclusive.

Having considered the substantial sameness of the promise, in these

six distinct editions of it, and having seen how gradually and seasonably

God brought about its accomplishment till the birth of Isaac, we shall

next consider the ratification of the promise in the form of a covenant, and

its confirmation by the seal of the God of the covenant.

Postscript.—Since the first and second parts of this article were put

to the class, the view taken by Dr. Hales and others of the received ren-

dering of the first verse of the 12th of Genesis, has fallen in the way of

the writer. Dr. H. contended that Abraham had two calls, the former

of which is not recorded in the Old Testament. The writer was not

aware, when writing the above, that he was running against such odds.

To stand out against such odds may appear worse than presumptuous.

But if Abraham had two calls, then no one can doubt that he certainly

had one—that he did not move a foot from his native Ur until he received

it; and we as little doubt that the first of the 12th of Genesis contains

the record of that call. The call of Abraham is one of the things which

the Old Testament wras not likely to forget to record. Stephen, it is be-

lieved, referred to the first of the 12th of Genesis in his defence before

the Jewish council
;
and with him, in this case, the definite article seemed

to be of as little consequence as it seems it was, in the same case, with

the very learned translators themselves, who, with the Haaretz before

them, thought proper to render it, not the land, but a land that I will

show thee. And to account for the event narrated in the close of the

11th chapter, namely, Abraham’s departure from Ur, and not to issue a

new command to leave Haran, they properly rendered the original word
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wayomer, had said
;
not as H. would have it, viz., simply said. In a

word, so long as the land was not named to Abraham, the presence of

the article is of little use to make the country more definite, than if the

article were not at all used. And it would appear that snch was the view

entertained of the passage by the venerable translators.

[For the Banner of the Covenant.]

ON THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN CHRISTIANITY AND HINDUISM.

The following composition has been written by one of the pupils of

the mission school at Saharanpur. It will be found interesting, as

showing the workings of the native mind, and illustrating the bene-

ficial results of the labours of the missionaries.

It is evident that the minds of all the nations of the earth are

deeply impressed in favour of their respective systems of religion,

and that each of them believes his own to be the best and truest of

all, and seems anxiously desirous and assiduous to have all others to

adhere to his own. For instance, the Christians and the Hindus,

both the pride of their national societies, show a remarkable diversity

of opinions in this cause, and firmly claim the truth on each side. But
there must be one true and the other false- Let me, therefore, give

a short account of the characters and religious ideas of each, and
draw a comparison between the two, in order to ascertain on which
side lies the truth.

With regard to Christianity, I proceed to explain this solemn ques-

tion: “ What is Christianity, of which they talk so openly and boldly

wherever they go?” It is a sincere belief and confidence in Christ

as the Saviour of the universe and a mediator between God and man.
It is an invariable obedience of his holy commands, as found in the

scriptures
;
or it is the religion of those who entertain all their hopes

of this and the next world only through his righteousness, without any
superstitious idea of making or worshipping any false gods. Hence,
they are called Christians, the peculiar people of Christ. Having
much influence, they are universally recognised as the most civilized,

most learned and powerful of all. Their characters and manner of

living are preferred and praised by all around. It is said that India

had never enjoyed such a state of peace, prosperity, and tranquillity

in any of the former reigns, even when Hinduism itself was in the

meridian of its glory, as it does now under the Christian government.
Hinduism, on the other hand, is a system of idolatry, superstition,

custom, brahminical power, and the distinction of eating and drink-

ing. The Hindus, the professors of this religion, have thirty-three

karors of gods to worship, and a vast number of foolisli ceremonies

to perform. They are so tightly bound to custom that they willingly

disobey their Shastars, but dare not break the slightest custom of

their forefathers, be it ever so wicked and wrong even in their own
estimation. They are reduced so far to the subjection of Brahmins
that they cannot put a step in any of their spiritual or worldly affairs

without their permission. In fact, they are their slaves. They have
a peculiar division of castes, and distinction of eating and drinking,

all of which is absurd to a man of sense, and even according to the
1853—10
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most philosophical part of their Shastars, namely, the Yed, which quite

disapproves of such a custom. But they blindly walk on after their

blind leaders, without ever giving any heed to the fact, or this pro-

verb, “ If the blind lead the blind, both will fall into the ditch.”

From their foregiven accounts, it is obvious that there is no simi-

larity between these two systems at all. They differ from each other

as the day from the night. One party are the worshippers of the true

God, civilized, possessing knowledge and morality. While the other

are idolaters, superstitious, and almost destitute of a moral nature.

Gouree Shunker.
December 22d

;
1852.

ffttscellajtnms.

(For the Banner of the Covenant,)

THE LATE DR. ALEXANDER M cLEOD.

The following article appeared recently in the New York Times.

It will be gratifying to our readers, and awaken some pleasing remem-
brances.

Leaves from the Journal of a New York Clergyman, during the first half of the
present Century. No. I. Clergy of New York in 1809-10.

Dr. M‘Leod was distinguished for massive strength. At the first

glance you saw a Hercules before you. Not that he wag destitute of

the lighter qualities of the mind. His wit was ready, generally play-

ful, and sometimes exceedingly caustic. He could, when he pleased,

make his adversaries so ludicrous as to oblige them to laugh at them-

selves. But this was not often his choice when engaged in contro-

versy. He loved to be serious when handling serious subjects, and
his mind was habitually bent on the business of his profession as a

minister of the gospel. Theology was his study, the pursuit of his

life; and he was as thoroughly a master in it, as I have ever seen.

His power of analysis and discrimination made every thing plain,

whether in doctrinal, practical, or experimental Christianity. His

publications are still extensively read, both at home and abroad. But
however much relished as they appear from the press, his discourses

made their deepest impression when heard from the pulpit. In his

preaching he was a fair type of what is described as the impassioned

strength of John Knox. He usually began in a moderate tone and
manner

;
but before he or his hearers seemed to be aware of it, he

was pouring forth a stream of eloquence with the thunder and power
of a cataract. I frequently went to hear him

;
and at times he seemed

not so much as if he would spring out of the pulpit, as if he would

come down upon us, bringing pulpit and all with him. He belonged

to that branch of the Presbyterian Church called the Covenanter, or

Beformed Presbyterian
;
and while he was the leading star in his own

immediate denomination, his worth and ability were acknowledged and

respected throughout the whole Christian community.

In looking back at the characters of such men as Drs. Mason,

M‘Leod, and others of their day and spirit, we see how wisely their

gifts were adapted to the wants of their time and generation. They
were “ sons of thunder.” They were not only great men, but much
of their greatness lay in their energy of purpose, their power to rouse
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and excite. This was what the churches then around them most

needed in their leaders. Every thing was comparatively stagnant.

They needed “ sons of thunder ” to wake them up, and they found

what they so obviously required, in these ardent and able ministers.

(For the Banner of the Covenant.)

THE THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY.

At the present time no subject properly claims more serious considera-

tion than the arrangements to be made in relation to the Theological

Seminary. It has been found that the experiment of having two Semi-

naries, one in the eastern and another in the western section of our church,

has been unsuccessful, and the general impression undoubtedly is, that we
should have only one, to be situated in such a place as that it may be easily

reached from all quarters. The communications which have been pub-

lished in the Januarjr and the April numbers of the Banner, have speci-

fied two localities, but which of them, and whether either of them, shall

be selected, requires most careful consideration, and should be determined

by other circumstances than mere geographical position or even travelling

accessibility. These we regard, after all, as subordinate to much higher

circumstances. The great question is—Where shall the most favourable

opportunities be afforded to the student to obtain suitable instruction, and

become prepared to take a proper part in the various labours, in which,

as a minister of the gospel, he may be called upon to engage?—What
then is that training which our theological students require? They need

first, and principally, sound theological instruction. They should be care-

fully taught the great system of evangelical truth, which our church
maintains; and they should also be made to understand our discipline and
our order. Our Seminary is designed to prepare ministers for our own de-

partment of Zion, and the principles and practices of the Reformed Presby-

terian Church should be accurately exhibited, practically exemplified, and
honestly, though charitably, defended. This we regard as essential.

Again—Our students of Theology should have an opportunity of ob-

serving and taking some part in the benevolent operations of the age.

By being employed as Colporteurs, or tract distributors, as teachers of

Sabbath Schools or Bible classes, they will exercise their gifts and ascertain

their abilities and deficiencies. By attending on meetings of various so-

cieties they acquire an interest in their respective objects. They will

learn what is their machinery, and become qualified to co-operate in such
undertakings. As it is very probable that most of our students will not

be able to enjoy such advantages after they have left the Seminary, it is

desirable that they may have the opportunity when they are forming the

character, which will be developed in their whole subsequent career.

Third.—It is desirable that they have an opportunity of extended inter-

course with Christians of other denominations, to ascertain their views, and
to enter into their modes of feeling. To excite and develope the love, the

candour, the charity, the courtesy, which are so much to be longed for;

association with those who love the Saviour, though they may “ follow not
with us,” is very requisite. We have no fear that attachment to our prin-

ciples will thus be diminished, but it will become more thorough, while it

will be more intelligent and charitable. Such intercourse will refresh,

and stimulate, and elevate.

Fourth.—It is desirable that our students have access to books ,—not
merely by means of a well selected library, but by visiting book stores
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and reading rooms, where they may ascertain what is the literature of

the day in its various departments. The popular lecture is also of great

service in this respect, and facilities for attending the courses of instruc-

tion in our Medical Colleges
,
(which are free to all ministers or candi-

dates for the ministry,) are to be prized as great advantages.

Facility of access, economy of living, suitable religious society, are

considerations of importance, but they do not bear much on this subject,

as they are scarcely restricted to one locality more than another, but may
be enjoyed in almost any place throughout our church.

If then we may regard the various points we have referred to, as the

elements which should determine this subject, we would say that a city is

preferable to a country village,
and we concur in the opinion of Didas-

kalos that New York is the proper location. It possesses all the ad-

vantages of accessibility, economy, and religious society, which any other

place may boast of, and it has the other requisites, which can be found

combined in so great a degree no where else. For our own part we have

heard the highest satisfaction expressed with the Seminary in New York,
and its present Professor. The students have been taught most faithfully.

None can deny that the Professor is an accurate Theologian, an elegant

scholar, and an able minister. His attachment to the principles of our

Church, and his adherence to her order are decided and undeviating.

The fullest confidence ma) be felt that all the students under his care will

be taught to respect our principles and be loyal to our ecclesiastical

authority. So long as he is willing to serve the Church in this capacity we
hope he will do so. A location more suitable and a Professor more compe-
tent we need not look for. We may be sure that there our students will be

taught nothing which will pervert their faith, or undermine their principles.

But we would be glad if such arrangements could be made as would also

secure the services of the truly venerable father, who now is the oldest of

our living ministers, and the fruits of whose well cultivated and matured

talents so many have long desired to find our young men enjoying.

Transit is now so easy that wherever his residence may be, he could, with-

out much exposure or fatigue, reach New York, and numerous and warm-
hearted friends are there to give him the most hospitable reception during

his sojourn. The Rev. David J. Patterson, who is so excellent a He-
braist, might be appointed Professor of the sacred languages, including

Syriac, in which it has long been desired our students should have in-

struction. With such a faculty as

Rev. Gilhert M‘Master, D. D., Professor of Didactic and Polemic

Theology; Rev. J. N. McLeod, D. D., Prof, of Ecclesiastical History,

Church Government, and Pastoral Theology
;
Rev. D. J. Patterson, Pro-

fessor of Hebrew, Greek, and Syriac, our Seminary would have an orga-

nization equal to any in our land, and would command the respect and

confidence, not only of our own, but of all other denominations.

Omicron.

WESTERN PENITENTIARY OF PENNSYLVANIA:—MORAL INSTRUCTOR’S

REPORT.

Our readers will be pleased to find that the Rev. Dr. Black is still

engaged as chaplain of the Western Penitentiary. His reports are

very valuable :

—

Western Penitentiary, Jan. 1, 1853.

To the Board of Inspectors:

—

G-entlemen—In accordance with
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the direction of the Board of Inspectors, there is herein submitted for

their consideration a detailed account of the moral condition of the

Prison during the past year. There will be found in it, it is believed,

much to encourage the friends of this system of prison discipline

steadfastly to maintain it in its integrity, as better calculated than

any other now in use to subserve the ends of public justice, and at

the same time to reform and improve the criminal. Its character of

separation makes it, what punishment should always be, a terror to

evil doers
,
whilst in the same connexion unceasing efforts are used to

redeem and elevate the outcast convict. In this respect the rule of

his punishment, although necessarily severe, has a merciful construc-

tion.

During the whole of the past year, a state of almost uninterrupted

and unprecedented good conduct has obtained amongst the prisoners.

They have quietly and without complaint submitted to the restraints

the law has thrown around them. In very few instances have any
of them been guilty of behaviour calculated to bring upon them the

rebuke of the Warden. They have enjoyed, too, during all this

period, a healthful condition of mind as well as of body
;
and have

given industrious attention to the means of moral and mental im-

provement, which form a part of the daily business of this Institu-

tion. Such a condition of things as this, is surely, of itself, an abun-

dant ground of grateful acknowledgment to the merciful Disposer of

all events.

The means which have been employed to effect in this degraded
class of our race reformation of character, are such as God has

promised to bless in the salvation of lost sinners, and which always,

sooner or later, yield fruits to the Divine glory. The gospel of our

Lord has been preached on every Sabbath, in the plainest language,
in the hearing of all the prisoners; and that they are not altogether

inattentive to this heavenly message, is evidenced by the fact that

their voices are not unfrequently heard joining in the hymn of praise

sung to the God of this gospel. Books, too, of a moral and religious

stamp are freely circulated among them. They are also visited daily

in their cells, in which, by conversation and appropriate advice, they
are instructed and encouraged in the ways of virtue. They are thus

persuaded to believe that only by the most strict conformity to the

moral law can they recover the character and position they have lost

by their transgression. This visitation has been carefully adapted
to the various necessities of the inmates. Some have been far more
frequently visited than others. In this way the ignorant and unedu-
cated are taught, and those who show concern in regard to eternal

life are often successfully directed to the only sure ground of hope
in the blood of the Saviour. Whether, however, those within these

wTalls who profess to feel that religion is inexpressibly valuable, are
really sincere or not, will be satisfactorily discovered only when,
back in the world again, they successfully resist temptation to do
wrong. “The word of the Lord shall not return unto him void; it

shall prosper in the thing whereunto he hath sent it.” This, after

all, is our main hope in regard to the future well doing of discharged
convicts. The habit of visitation, it may be remarked, pursued in

the Prison, with the allowance referred to above, is to spend each al-

ternate week in the two corridors respectively.
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The number of prisoners in confinement is larger at the present

time than in any preceding period. One hundred and eighty-seven

convicts are imprisoned here. This increase of crime and of criminals

furnishes a subject of painful reflection to all well disposed members
of the community. Indeed, the increasing expenses incurred in the

enlargement of our Prison-houses, and the danger to which life and
property are exposed by the alarming prevalence of gross outrages

in almost every part of the country, cannot be otherwise than mat-

ters of deep solicitude to all good citizens
;
and the inquiry is every

way pertinent, what are the causes which tend to the production of

this lamentable state of things ?

An important agency in producing this remarkable increase of

crime may undoubtedly be found in the general inattention which is

paid to the moral and religious training of youth. More than three-

fourths of the prisoners confined within these walls have confessed to

me that their early youth was passed almost entirely without moral
teachings. There was no watchful care over their boyhood, moulding
into proper shape their moral nature; no Sabbath school instruction

to keep them in the path of virtue. It is a sad truth, that the chil-

dren who are suffered to roam unrestrainedly in our streets during

the hours of night, and who grow up in utter ignorance of God and
his law, without moral or religious culture, become in due time the

fit occupants of the convict’s cells. The records of our Courts bear

ample testimony to the fearful and distressing increase of crime

among our youth. There are in this Prison, received within the past

year, nineteen convicts not over twenty-one years of age ! There is

a larger proportion of mere youths in the prison than at any former

time. A fearful lesson, this, to those parents who neglect to teach

their children the rudiments of moral and religious education.

Another, and certainly the most fruitful source of crime in the

community is drunkenness. Of the ninety-six received within the

last twelve months, there are only seven who represent themselves as

strictly temperate. There are some ten more who say they drank in-

toxicating liquors in moderation
,
which, after all, in their case at least,

is but another name for intemperance. Eighty-nine out of ninety-

six are degraded outcasts and in the felon’s cell, by the use of intoxi-

cating drinks ! ! Disguise it as you please, this is the fearful propor-

tion of influence intemperance and its causes exercise in the produc-

tion of crime. Ought not this single fact awaken the community to

the necessity of more stringent measures in order to rid society of

this fruitful source of crime and misery? The expulsion of this many-
headed monster vice from the place it occupies in the community,

would do away with the necessity for enlarging our Prison-houses,

and would cut down to a comparatively nominal amount the enormous

expenses connected with our criminal calendars.

Seventeen of the prisoners received within the last year could

neither read nor write. All of these, except 1606, a coloured man of

very feeble intellect, are making commendable progress in learning.

Eighty-three have been discharged within the same period. Ten
of them had learned to read during their confinement. Most of them
had acquired trades, by which they could make for themselves an

honest living; and the majority of them gave promise of future good

conduct.
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Three prisoners died in the last year. 15T0 came here with a

broken constitution. He was perfectly conscious of his approaching

end. He manifested the greatest penitence for his past misconduct,

and died professing firm faith in the Saviour of sinners.

1556 came to the Prison in feeble and broken health, and died in

utter disregard of the symptoms of approaching dissolution, giving

no evidence of hope in his death.

1564 showed some concern on the subject of religion before he was

attacked with the disease that in a few days terminated his life. It

is hoped that the mercy of God did not forsake him in his extremity.

Each prisoner has in his cell a copy of the Bible, as also a copy of

the Book of Common Prayer, presented for this purpose by the Fe-

male Prot. Episcopal Prayer Book Society of Philadelphia. Besides

these, all the prisoners are supplied regularly with books to read,

suited to their taste and capacity

These means of moral and religious improvement, it is believed,

have by the Divine blessing been made instrumental in doing lasting

good to this unfortunate and criminal portion of the community.

I have received uniform and encouraging assistance from the

Warden and other officers of the Prison, in the performance of the

important and solemn duties which have been devolved upon me.

Respectfully submitted, A. W. Black, Moral Instructor.

[For the Banner of the Covenant.]

THE THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY.

Mr. Editor,

—

I suppose that it will on all hands be admitted, that

there is no one subject claiming the attention of the Reformed Pres-

byterian Synod, of more vital importance to her well-being, than the

Theological Seminary. Whether we look at the Church’s present or

her future, it appears to me that the Seminary is identified with her

very life. It hardly admits of a question, that to a native ministry

under God we must chiefly look for all that regards her enlargement,

her stability, and her glory. Deeply impressed with a conviction of

this truth, I now propose to call the attention of your readers to some
matters connected with such an institution, some of which, at least,

are perhaps of as vital importance to the cause as the question of lo-

cation. Far be it from me to arrogate to myself any degree of wis-

dom superior to that of my brethren. My object, as already stated,

is to call public attention to the subject, and to elicit discussion. And
if the few brief hints which I propose to give shall call forth any
thing better from the pen of any brother, I will rejoice.

I take it for granted that our highly intelligent committee will con-

sider themselves authorized and called upon to report, not only a suit-

able location for the contemplated Seminary, but also its entire or-

ganization,—the course of study,—the time to be devoted to the

course,—with whatever measures it may be necessary for the Synod
to adopt, in order to give the institution at once a solid and perma-
nent footing. In framing their report, they will doubtless be guided
by their own independent judgment; but in forming this judgment,
they ought to have the benefit of all the suggestions which their bre-

thren can give them
;
and should these be at variance with each other,

they will institute comparison, and make their selection.
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The field which Theological students are imperatively called to

travel over, is large and varied. Christian Theology as a system

—

The study of the Scriptures in their original languages—Sacred Chro-
nology—Sacred History—Sacred Geography—Ecclesiastical History
—Church Government, &c. All these claim their share of attention.

And it must be evident to every reflecting mind that if the preacher
would not be a novice, four years, in ordinary cases, considering the

portion of time usually devoted to formal study, are as short a period

as should be allowed for the completion of the course. In some Theo-
logical schools it has of late years been thought expedient to have
two sessions in the year, instead of one. Perhaps we are not yet pre-

pared for this
;
but if we have only one session in the year, it should

certainly be extended to at least five months. Experience and obser-

vation, both, have taught me that the long recess is commonly spent
with little profit.

Perhaps there is no one mistake more prominent in our modern sys-

tems of education than this, that the whole course of study must be
carried forward at once. A superficial acquaintance with each branch
of study is, as might reasonably be expected, the usual result. Our
Theological schools too commonly follow the fashionable lead, and the

results are just what might be expected. I believe it would be a wise

and judicious arrangement to have the studies of the course appor-

tioned out in some such manner as the following, namely, Systematic

Theology should have a place through the whole of the four years’

course.—Biblical Literature in its various branches might be the ob-

ject of special attention during the first and second years.—Eccle-

siastical History, Church Government, and the composition of ser-

mons might more appropriately occupy attention during the third and
fourth. And here permit me to observe, that the practice which has

been adopted by some of our sister churches, to license their students

after their third session and send them back to the Seminary during

the fourth session, appears to me judicious. For the young preacher,

after officiating in public for awhile, learns from experience in what de-

partment he is most deficient, and will be ready to put forth special

efforts to supply the deficiency.

It is unnecessary to spend time in attempting to prove the impor-

tance and necessity of the study of the original languages of Scrip-

ture in a Theological Institution. The study of the Hebrew is ren-

dered necessary, from the fact that it does not generally form a part

of the course in our collegiate institutions. And the study of the

Greek of the New Testament seems to be no less necessary. For al-

though the study of classical Greek constitutes a part of every col-

lege course, yet it is a lamentable fact that very many of our gra-

duates when they enter a Theological class know very little of the

matter. And even were it otherwise, the Hellenistic Greek of the

New Testament and the Septuagint, is so very different from the Greek
of the classes that the latter by no means supersedes the necessity of

the former.

In every department of study it is of no small moment that proper

text-books should be selected, and in no department is this, perhaps,

of more vital importance than in that of systematic Theology. I ap-

prehend that this matter has not generally been hitherto attended to,
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as much as its importance deserves. I have no hesitation in ex-

pressing the belief that no text-book that could be used is comparable

to our own Confession of Faith. Of all the systems that I have seen,

none comes up to this in respect of lucid arrangement, comprehen-

siveness of matter, and simple accuracy of expression. Let a stu-

dent be made thoroughly acquainted with the Westminster Confession

of Faith, and especially with the aid of a series of wT
ell digested lec-

tures from a professor, based upon it, and he will necessarily be an
intelligent and accurate divine. Were I to specify any work which I

would venture to place even alongside of the Confession as a text-

book for students, it would be “the Shorter Catechism.”
It has become fashionable in modern times to discard much of the

distinctive formality observed in other days, in respect of the diffe-

rent species of Seminary and Presbyterial exercise required of Theo-
logical students. But it may well be questioned whether, in discard-

ing former technicalities, we have not lost something of the useful

and the solid. Sure I am, that whatever becomes of the Latin ex-

egesis and some other things of like kind, such discourses as “the
Critical Exercise” and “the Expository Lecture,” still should occupy
a prominent place. Didaskalos:

[From Dr. Duff’s Addresses.]

THE BEST EMPLOYMENT FOR CHURCH COURTS.

In the constitution of our Church, the Presbytery holds the same
relative position as the Bishop does in the platform of Episcopal

polity. Both are appointed to exercise power and authority in all

matters ecclesiastical. Now, who bestowed this power, and promised
His presence and blessing in the legitimate exercise of this authority ?

The Lord Jesus Christ, the Great Head of the Church. And He has

done so under a royal ordinance which we find enrolled in the statute-

book of heaven. Which is that, and where is it to be found? Ask
the prelate, ask the Presbytery for their warrant in discharging these

high judicial and administrative spiritual functions which they assume,
and see if they do not instantly, and with one accord, point to the

grand commission embodied in these 'words:—“All power is given
unto me in heaven and in earth. Go ye, therefore, and teach all na-

tions, baptizing them in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and
of the Holy Ghost : teaching them to observe all things whatsoever
I have commanded you : and, lo, I am with you alway, even unto the

end of the world. Amen.” Or, as it is in substance recorded else-

where:—“Go ye into all the world, and preach the gospel to every
creature.”

Here, three things are set forth in terms the most unambiguous

:

first,
the nature of the office, teaching and 'preaching the Gospel

;

second
,
the power and authority essential for the right discharge of

its appropriate functions
;
third

,
the appointed sphere within which

these functions, so fenced and guarded, are to be exercised. Now, if

we appeal to this divine ordinance for the knowledge and enforcement
of the two former, are we at liberty to exclude wholly from our view
its authoritative decision in reference to the latter ? Are we at liberty

to cut, and carve, and mutilate a divine commission, and take wrhat
portion suits our taste, or prejudice, or inclination, or indolence; and
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altogether pretermit such parts as do not chime in with any one of

these? Would it be fair or honest dealing to make the attempt?

How could such procedure be tolerated, were it a commission delivered

to any of the servants of an earthly monarch? How would it be
dealt with in the case of an appeal before the judges of the land?
And shall we take liberties with a commission from the Lord, our

Creator and Redeemer, which we dare not take with one issued by an
earthly potentate? If the nature of the office, and of the power and
authority attached to it, be expressly defined; if the extent of the

sphere be also expressly defined
;
and if we constantly appeal to the

commission for the assertion and vindication of the former, are we not

bound—solemnly astricted—both in justice and consistency, to appeal

to it for the assertion and vindication of the latter ? Now the sphere

is peremptorily marked out under the determinate and all-compre-

hending designation of “ all the world” “ all nations” ct every crea-

ture.” And if the same divine authority, which has prescribed the

office and communicated the power, has in like manner specifically

pointed out the field and province of administration—what authority

less than divine has any right or title to alter, modify, or curtail the

latitude or longitude of its bounds; which are none other than those

of the habitable globe ? To venture to do so is, in reality, disguise it

as we may, neither more nor less than presumptuously to fight against

God.
Now if this command, in its essential spirit, be binding upon every

professing disciple of the Lord Jesus, must it not, with an emphasis

of peculiarity, be so upon those who are specially set apart for the

office of rhe holy ministry—those whose sole business and profession

it is to teach and preach the gospel to their perishing fellow-men?

And if it be pre-eminently binding upon them as individuals
,
can it

be less so upon them in their united corporate capacity, when they

convene and constitute themselves, in the name of their Great Head
and King, a Church Court, for the express purpose of exercising all

that ecclesiastical power and authority which He hath been pleased to

delegate unto them as ambassadors in His stead? Is it nothing that

the commission, by which the power and authority have been conferred,

specialized the grand design and chief end for which these were be-

stowed? What is that design and end ? It is that the gospel should

be preached to every creature
,
in all nations. In order to the effectual

promotion of this great end, it is indispensable that there should be

vigour of discipline, purity of doctrine, soundness of faith, and fervour

of love. To maintain and perpetuate these in the bosom of the

Church, a Presbytery, or Synod, or assembly of spiritual rulers is

privileged to exercise the necessary power and authority in the name,

and by appointment, of the King of kings. But does the exercise of

such endowments, for the exclusive benefit of professing Church
members, constitute the sole end for which they were originally be-

stowed. Quite the contrary. Turn to the commission itself, and you

must perceive at a glance, that the chief end for which they were

communicated was the preaching of the gospel to all nations; so that

the exercise of power and authority over the members of any Church

can only be viewed chiefly as subsidiary to the furtherance of this

great end—in the way of converting these into fitter instruments for
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its successful accomplishment. What, then, if, in any Church Courts

in Christendom, it should be found that the means have actually been

substituted for the end—or rather that, in the constant use of the

means, the great end has been altogether forgotten for which these

were originally instituted? What if it should be found that, in any
land, Church Courts can really have met, month after month, and

year after year, and can have entertained all manner of questions,

except such as concern the chief object for the promotion of which

all the power and authority which they possess were at first conveyed

by the Divine Redeemer, and designed to be uninterruptedly trans-

mitted from age to age, even to the end of the world?

What would be thought of such conduct in a parallel case in the

affairs of earthly kingdoms and governments? It is well known that

a Governor-General and Supreme Council are appointed by the British

Crown for the maintenance of peace, and the administration of justice,

through all the vast provinces of our Eastern dominions. What
would be said of these functionaries, if,, in the course of time, wearied

with the fatigues of business, or regardless of the interests of Britain,

or selfishly bent only on their own ease, and comfort, and enjoyment,

they resolved to confine their superintendence to Calcutta and its

neighbourhood
;
throwing an impassable barrier round this little terri-

tory
;
heaping up within it all the means of self-indulgence, and leaving

the rest of the empire to assert its independence, and to continue,

age after age, in open rebellion against their lawful sovereign ? And
yet this were but a feeble picture of the unparalleled anomaly—or

treason, shall I call it?— of a Church of Christ, duly constituted and
invested with power by its Royal Head, for the express purpose of

teaching and preaching the gospel to all nations, yet resolving to

abandon all concern with the world at large, to contract itself within

one very little nation
;
and in all its deliberations to think of nothing,

and care for nothing but its own petty interests ! If aught of this

was once true of the Church of Scotland, how ought we to bless God
for the commencement of a change which many of our fathers wdshed
to see, but were not permitted? There is now scarcely a single

Presbytery within the bounds of the Church, that has not, in its

Presbyterial capacity, entertained the subject in some form or other.

It has been my own privilege to address nearly seventy Presbyteries

and Synods on the great subject of missions; and in almost every
instance, much to the credit of the members, the meeting was convened
for that specific purpose. This itself, one would gladly suppose, is a

pledge that the vessel which may have lain so long landlocked on a

lee shore, idly reposing on its own dark shadow, has at last caught a
portion of the breeze; and if so, with sails unfurled and banners
streaming, let her resolve to enter no haven till she has circumnavi-
gated the globe.

But though^the good work has happily begun, let it never be for-

gotten that it has only begun. The subject of propagating the gospel
at home and abroad, in obedience to the Divine command, ought to

occupy more and more of the time and attention of every Church
Court, till, like the rod of Moses, it might swallow up and absorb, in

its divine grandeur and surpassing interest, all minor themes. The
express terms of the original commission, in virtue of which Church
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Courts are constituted at all, enforce the propriety, and duty, and ne-

cessity of such a course. The Supreme Judicature of this Church,

setting itself the example, has strongly and earnestly recommended a

similar procedure to all subordinate judicatories.

In compliance with this recommendation, there now stands, on the

records of almost every Presbytery throughout the bounds of the

Church, a resolution that it will hold at least one annual meeting ex-

pressly for missionary purposes, at which all within its bounds shall

be invited to attend. In this new career of manifesting the recupe-

rative energies of the Church, the Presbytery of Irvine enjoys the

honour of having set the first successful example. And nobly and
efficiently has it been followed by others in different parts of Scot-

land. And if, in not a few instances that could be named, the reso-

lution so deliberately formed, has (from some temporary obstacles, we
must presume,) been allowed hitherto to remain a dead letter in the

statute-book, is the insinuation to be endured, that it is intended to

remain so for ever ? What ! A Presbytery of the Church—a council

of ordained ministers of the everlasting gospel—solemnly adopt and
register an ecclesiastical canon towards the fulfilment of a long neg-

lected duty, and yet as solemnly determine to hold it in eternal

abeyance !—and thus violate anew the terms, conditions, and ends of

their own commission—disappoint the expectations of the faithful

—

frustrate the hopes of a perishing world—and heap the most outrage-

ous insults and mockeries on their Lord and Redeemer ! It cannot

be ! The thing is impossible ! The very hypothesis of its possibility

must be denounced as an infamous libel

!

It is confidently, therefore, to be anticipated, that the time is not

far distant, when every Presbytery shall be found vigorously imple-

menting its own covenanted engagement to return to the discharge

of a long neglected duty, and that the very few that have hitherto

stood aloof, will ere long be seen marshalling side by side in the same
noble cause. What a glorious spectacle in the sight of heaven and
of earth. An entire National Church converted into a thoroughly

evangelistic, or missionary, or apostolic Church ! The heavenly im-

pulse annually renewed in this Venerable House, communicated
through Synods into the provinces—through Presbyteries into smaller

districts or diocesses, through ministers and Kirk-sessions into parishes

—and through a localized Eldership into every hamlet in the land!

Is this a vision or chimera? It ought to be neither the one nor the

other. Another Pentecostal effusion wTould, in less than a twelve-

month, convert it into a living reality. And why not implore the

Lord unceasingly for the grace and strength, the will and the ability,

to advance now with increasing velocity towards the realization of so

glorious a result ?

I know I am again treading on delicate ground. Some may set me
down as a presumptuous intruder; but God is my witness, that it is in

faithfulness and love, and under a deep sense of unworthiness, that I

have entered on the present theme. Others may brand me as a de-

mentate enthusiast; but how can the imputation of such a charge

obliterate the facts of past history, or cancel the principles and laws

of the Divine economy? If there has been a dark age in the history

of this Church, would he be its friend—rather, would he not be its
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bitterest foe—that would not bestir himself to chase away its blight-

ing and bewildering shade? And who is not ready to confess that

that must have been an age of worse than Cimmerian gloom, when
Presbyteries and other Church Courts could meet month after month,

and year after year, constitute their meetings in the name of the Lord
Jesus, read the minutes of a former sederunt, and, if there were no

cases of petty discipline before them, no libels to prosecute, no ruinous

church edifices or crazy manses to condemn, immediately dissolve,

saying that there was no business before them. Oh ! if one of the

spirits of the just made perfect, or an angel from heaven, were present,

how could he help exclaiming with unutterable surprise—What ! no

business ! no business before a court of ordained teachers of the ever-

lasting gospel, when there are still upwards of six hundred million

human beings on the face of the earth, ignorant of the way of salva-

tion, to all of whom ye are bound by your commission to employ the

means of communicating the saving knowledge of Jesus Christ, and
Him crucified?

Was not such a state of things naturally calculated to alienate the

affections of the spiritually-minded, and to excite the derision of the

scoffer? Was it not calculated to diminish the reverence due to a

Church Court, and to cover many of its enactments with contempt?
How could a court, which seldom presented to a shrewd and discern-

ing public any aspect but that of the grossest secularity, be patiently

borne with in its spiritual decrees ? Now, it is this bad, this con-

sumptive state of things we wish to see ameliorated. But a disease

which penetrated so deep into the vitals, is not to be eradicated in a

day. Let us thank God, however, for every incipient symptom of

convalescence. To effect a perfect remedy will require time as well

as faith and patience. It is not from the established forms of Church
Courts alone, or from the inveterate habits of some of the older

members, that the difficulty of a return to an improved condition of

things is to be encountered. So long have many of these been unac-

customed to the separate or corporate discharge of their grand evange-

listic functions, that even the great body of the people may not, for

some time, be made to understand how missionary proceedings of any
kind can constitute any part of the proper business of a Church Court.

For some time there may be misconception; there will be suspicion;

there must be wonder. Of this many curious proofs might be given.

Some time ago my eye happened to stumble, in a public journal, on a

review of last year’s Assembly. It concluded with a complaint as

lugubrious as if it had been the winding up of a funeral dirge. And
what, think you, was the burden of the complaint?—That the As-
sembly of 1838 had done nothing, and that its proceedings would
create universal disappointment throughout the country. Why? Be-
cause it had not finally settled this little point about the form of pro-

cess, and that other about the regulations anent calls; and so on
through a well-strung bead-roll of petty littlenesses connected with

home Church policy. All the while not the remotest allusion was
made to the circumstance, that this Venerable House did occupy
nearly a whole day in considering the great subject of extending the

means of grace among the destitute outcasts of our native land; and
devoted several hours of each of other three days to a consideration
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of the means of extending Christian education at home, and of dif-

fusing the gospel abroad among the hundreds of thousands of expa-

triated countrymen, and the millions of heathens that never heard of

a Saviour’s love. And yet, may we not venture to affirm, that if any
part of the proceedings more than another wrent up as a sweet me-
morial to the throne of the Highest, it would be that very part which
related to the propagation of the gospel among the poor and the

perishing, whether at home or abroad? Yea more, may we not ven-

ture to add, that the surest way of ultimately arriving at an amicable

adjustment of many of those questions on which parties differ, would
be to multiply tenfold in assemblies, synods, presbyteries, and kirk-

sessions, their friendly discussions on those great catholic questions on
which all

,
without one exception, are agreed ? The spirit of diffusive

love, seizing and expanding all the kindlier elements of our nature,

and drawing down the fire from heaven’s altar, would gradually burn
up and consume the dross of partisanship—and, fusing all hearts in

the crucible of a holy zeal, wTould soon subdue all minds into the

heavenly mould of forbearance, and peace, and unity. And thus, as

in the case of the traveller in the fable, it would soon be found that

those who will not be beat down by the stormiest tempest of contro-

versy, may soon be melted into kindly acquiescence by the solar beams
of charity.

[For the Banner of the Covenant.]

BEHAVIOUR IN THE HOUSE OF GOD.

I am anxious to call the attention of the readers of this periodical, and

also of the members of the Reformed Presbyterian Church, to a custom

which is very prevalent at this time in all the congregations in the West,

where I have had an opportunity of making any observations on the par-

ticular customs of congregations.

The custom to which I refer is, that all the members of the same family

do not sit together in the church, and, more especially, that young men
of different families do get together and fill up one pew. This may seem
to many a very little thing, and not worthy a place in the Banner of the

Covenant.

My observations on the operation of this custom in the assembled con-

gregation, on its effects on the young men, and through them, though

more remotely, on the young ladies, are not correct, if it be not a serious

concern to the members of the Reformed Presbyterian Church at this

time.

As I wish to be brief, a specimen or two of its operation in the assem-

bled congregation will show whether it is important or not.

On more occasions than one, and in more congregations than one, I

have seen a pew filled with young men whose ages might vary from fifteen

to twenty-one. The greater number of these young men, and, in some
cases, all of them, were sons of members of the church; and, in looking at

them, one would be ready to say, unless he be prudish in the extreme,

they are the pride of their parents, the hope of the Church of God that

there will be a seed to serve him in all generations, and the flower of the

country which gave them birth. But observe them as seated in the house

of God, ostensibly, to hear what God the Lord has to say; and, were it

not for the sure word of promise, “a seed shall serve him;” and again,
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“they shall fear thee as long as the sun and the moon endure, throughout

all generations,” one would tremble for the safety of the ark of the

covenant of our God. Scarce a young lady can come in or out, or in any

form move, but the eyes of all are turned towards her, and the suppressed

laugh, and the jogging one another, which takes place, tell any one who
believes the Word of God that they are not set there to profit by the

preaching of the Gospel.

The same course is pursued in reference to much which is said by the

preacher. If the representation, given by Jesus Christ, of the wayside

hearers of the Gospel, be true, I do not see how it is that they can be

profited by their attendance on the preaching.

Again, they are frequently out in the afternoon till the services are

commenced, and sometimes till the sermon begins, being absent from the

public prayer to God, from his praise by the congregation, and also from

the reading of the Word.
Then look at these young men who are sons of members of the church,

and who are regularly at preaching every Sabbath, and is it evident that

they are growing up a seed to do service to the God of Israel ?

The very reverse is evident in many cases, and it is becoming alarm-

ingly notorious, east and west, that the sons and daughters of those who
have a name and a place in the Church of God are not different, in their

moral character, from the sons and daughters of the men of the world.

I know that many quiet their minds, in view of this, by referring it to

the sovereignty of God
;
and it is true that, in one point of view, it is re-

ferrible to God’s sovereignty, but, in another, it is to be referred to the

principle of cause and effect, just as the moral darkness which now rests

on the nations of the earth, and which has rested on them for many gene-

rations, is, in one point of view, to be referred to the sovereignty of God,
but, in another, to the principle of cause and effect. “ Because that when
they knew God they glorified him not as God, neither were thankful; but

became vain in their imaginations, and their foolish heart was darkened.

Professing themselves to be wise, they became fools, and changed the

glory of the incorruptible God into an image made like to corruptible

man, and to birds, and four-footed beasts, and creeping things. For this

cause God gave them up unto vile affections;” and the same is set forth

in the twenty-eighth verse of the first chapter of Romans, “Even as they

did not like to retain God in their knowledge, God gave them over to a

reprobate mind.” In this portion of God’s Word you see a part of the

moral cause of that moral darkness. So it is in reference to the growth
and decline of religion in families and in regions of country. There is

always a moral cause. Select any one family you please, or any one
region of country, and there is a moral cause in thp decline of pure
religion.

In view of these things, I ask the members of the Reformed Presby-
terian Church if it be not high time for them to investigate the rectitude

of this custom? and in their investigations I would have them bear in

mind that the parents have many duties to perform for their children which
cannot be transferable, and among these a vigilant attention to them in

the house of God is none of the least.

Yours, in watching for souls as one that must give an account,

S. N.
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[For the Banner of the Covenant.]

SALEM MISSION.

Salem is the county seat of Marion county, Illinois, lying on the

east side of the grand prairie, in a fertile country, and it is a very

mistaken idea some have formed of this country, as regards health.

I have lived in this vicinity more than twenty-eight years, and have
never taken a dose of medicine from a doctor yet.

Marion county lies between the waters of IVabash and Oca "River.

We have no stream in our county but what has its origin in it.

Salem is well watered as regards wells
;
every man can get water

by digging from fifteen to twenty feet.

Salem has the Ohio and Mississippi railroad running through her

south border. We have no Calvinistic church here yet. Rev. Mr.
M‘Cleery expects to organize a society here in the spring; his church

lies twelve miles south. The first Calvinistic congregation that is or-

ganized here will have the influence in the vicinity.

We are nine miles east of the Central Railroad, and three miles

south of the Chicago branch of the Central Railroad. We will have

a market at home for every thing we can raise. We have two churches

in our village, the Methodists and Cumberland Presbyterians, and our

people moving west would do well to call and see our place and coun-

try. We have recently made some means to erect a college here, and
I sincerely believe it will be carried on. Its constitution provides it

shall be conducted by Trustees, equally selected out of the Methodists,

Baptists, Presbyterians, and Cumberland Presbyterians.

We have a good opening for tradesmen here, and particularly for

saddlers, tailors, masons, and cabinet workmen, and a hatter.

A Citizen.

SEE TO YOUR WILLS.

Some people have the impression that if a person bequeaths any large

portion of his property to charitable purposes, he “ must be crazy.” Heirs

are very apt to think so, and to endeavour to have the will set aside by

law. It would be well, therefore, for those who purpose doing any such
“ crazy” act as to endow a church or charitable institution, to make their

wills when they are well and strong, so that hungry fortune-seekers can-

not urge the plea that the approach of death terrified the testators, or

caused their minds to wander.

Again, some testators, desiring to keep secret their intentions as to the

disposal of their property, fear to put confidence in a lawyer, and make
their wills without the assistance of an attorney. But they forget that

the law may have its very nice technicalities, which in such cases should

be especially observed. They therefore draw up a will themselves, wThich

‘‘knowing ones” find little difficulty in setting aside.

In so important a matter as making a will, a person cannot be too par-

ticular in seeing that all the forms of law are duly observed. The fol-

lowing, from the Alexandria (Ya.) Gazette, will show the importance oi

this:

—

“Bequests for Charitable Purposes Annulled.—The suit brought by Wm.
Wheeler against the executors of his late uncle, Charles Bennett, was yester-

day fully and finally settled by the executors delivering to Mr. Wheeler the

effects of the estate in their present shape and condition, and receiving from
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him a release of all claims upon them. A like release was executed in fa-

vour of the corporation of Alexandria. About $40,000, besides 1,000 shares

of stock in the Alexandria canal, which were intended by Mr. Bennett to be

applied for the benefit of the city, thus go in another direction.

“ In the case of the will of W. Haywood Foote, of Hayfield, our Orphan
Asylum loses about $20,000, intended to be given to it by him, the heir-at-

law having succeeded in vacating the bequest; and in the case of James
M‘ Quire’s will, which was also successfully contested by his heirs, the poor

of the town were deprived of $15,000. In all these cases the testators pre-

ferred writing their own wills, a very dangerous business in Virginia, where
the law sets its face like flint against bequests for charitable or religious pur-

poses .”— Gospel Messenger.

[For the Banner of the Covenant.]

THE THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY.

At the time specified, the Board of Superintendents of the Eastern
Theological Seminary met in the city of New York, to discharge the

duties connected with the close of its late sessions.

There appeared in attendance five students of theology, with whom
two days were spent in examinations, under the direction of the

professor in theology, in the various departments of study to which
their attention had been given during the whole of the preceding winter.

The results of the examinations were peculiarly gratifying, and
evinced that the pupils under the professor’s care had with great la-

bour and diligence pursued the studies assigned them. From such a

course of mental training as that which the seminary adopts and
successfully carries out, we must expect “able ministers and workmen
that need not to be ashamed.”
Two evenings were spent in hearing public trial discourses from

the whole class, which were of a high order, and truly creditable, and
by the Board were cordially sustained. Upon hearing these discourses

the president announced to the class the positions the Board had
agreed upon for them severally. From all that occurred in reference

to the students and the professor, we are constrained to declare the

seminary to be in a highly successful and prosperous condition.

A very interesting incident occurred at the close of the last after-

noon’s examination, which we here mention, as it affords fine evidence

of the happy state of feeling existing between the students and their

preceptor, viz., the presentation by Mr. Alex. Robinson, in the name
of the class, of abeautiful copy of the English Hexapla to their respected
preceptor, as the choicest memorial of their regard. We record this

with unspeakable satisfaction and pleasure. The whole exercises of

the occasion were gratifying, and show that the divine favour rests on
this institution. “Destroy it not, for a blessing is in it.” B.

(For the Banner of the Covenant )

THE OBJECTOR.
.

A minister of the Methodist church, being asked why that denomi-
nation outstripped all others in the amount and variety of its labours,

replied in the pithy sentence, “We all work
,
and we work always.”

This is precisely the position to which the Reformed Presbyterian

1853-11
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Church is fast coming in respect to Horne and Foreign Missions, a$d,

as a matter of course, those whose religion is only in lip and in

tongue do not like it. They have a number of conscientious scruples

against collecting, or subscribing, or contributing themselves, or see-

ing any one near them putting them to shame by his example. They
belong to the opposition. Satan seems to have aided their natural in-

genuity in raising objections against every measure calculated to aid

in the extension of the gospel. The objector does not like this system

of universal taxation; it imposes a heavy burden on the poor. Many
who subscribe to the Mission cards should rather receive relief. You
assure him that it is so far from being a tax that the people esteem

it a privilege to contribute, that the amount is wholly voluntary, and
the widow’s two mites remain recorded in the book of Heaven’s
treasury for the encouragement of the poor. But this system of

weekly contributions is onerous, and leads to a desecration of the

Sabbath by associating it with money matters. The collector, how-
ever, does not think a call once a month on half a dozen of her friends

a task : on the contrary, her collecting day is the most pleasant day of

the month. She points to the Divine command, (1 Cor. xvi. 1,) at

the head of her card as the authority of weekly offerings, reminding

her friends that formerly no act of worship was performed in the

temple without an accompanying offering, and that still prayers and
alms should go up as memorials before God. But why all this parade,

and ostentation, and enrolling of names ? Could not the members of

the church give what they had to give without saying any thing about

it? Do not many give just to be seen of men? The objector does

not like this card system and putting down people’s names, and pub-

lishing to the world what people give. For his part he is determined

that his left hand shall not know what his right hand does. That is

the Bible plan. The collector fancies her friend has not read his

Bible very much, else he would remember that David’s subscription of

a hundred thousand talents of gold, and a hundred thousand talents

of silver, and three hundred pence value of Mary’s offering, and the

hundred pounds weight of aloes and myrrh which the women brought

to the sepulchre, and the two mites which the widow cast into the

treasury, and multitudes of other similar subscriptions, were published

to the world at the time, and directed to be recorded and made known
wherever this gospel should be preached, for the encouragement of

other subscribers to the cause of Christ. But she does not like to

insinuate that such a pompous, authoritative person as the objector is

ignorant of his Bible; so she modestly suggests, that the Board would

like to know the amount that would be forthcoming so as not to run

in debt, and that if it be right to give for the work of Missions, it

cannot be wrong to resolve to do it
,
nor yet to make known our in-

tentions and subscribe with our hands to the Lord. The Synod
desires to extend its Foreign Mission, and wishes to know if the people

will support it in doing so. The objector shakes his head at the

mention of Foreign Missions. She takes courage to repeat the

command of Christ, “Declare his glory among the heathen,” “ Go
ye into all the world, and preach the gospel to every creature,” in the

hope that as he professes to be a Christian, he will recognise the

authority of his Master, and give his aid to the support of the India
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Mission. With the coolest presumption, he answers, that he does not

approve of Foreign Missions; the men, and the money, and the time

thrown away on them had better have been employed at home : what

good have they done ? Almost confounded with the annoyance which

prompts this creature to set up his opinion in opposition to God’s

authority
,
she attempts to answer his question by pointing to the re-

sults of Missions—the islands of Polynesia converted from idolatry

and its attendant barbarity, to the Christian faith and Christian peace

and comfort, reminding him that our ancestors were naked savage

idolaters, who offered their own children in sacrifice to Satan, and
that the regular services of the Lord’s day serve to remind us that

all the comfort, and liberty, and happiness we now enjoy above the

ancient worshippers of the sun in our fatherland, are the results of

Foreign Missions—that at the present time 400,000 children are en-

joying a Christian education in Mission schools, and more than

150,000 converts in Mission churches attest that the labour and the

expense are not thrown away. With a glow of pleasure on her face

she tells of the lives of orphans saved, of more than one hundred
children in our Mission schools, of the college established in Saha-

ranpur, under the care of Rev. Messrs. Caldwell, Woodside, and Camp-
bell; of an excellent theological seminary in operation, and young
men endowed with piety, superior talent, and fervent zeal raised up
by God in the Reformed Presbyterian church in India, and sent forth

to proclaim to their heathen countrymen that love of Christ which
constrained and filled their own souls,—and asks, have our little contri-

butions been lost? Are not these results worth a thousand times all

we have expended on India? Unwilling to acknowledge that he was
in a great measure ignorant of these facts, he assures her that she misun-

derstood him. He did not just mean that Foreign Missions were use-

less, but he feels for the destitute at home. Souls in America are as

precious as souls in India, charity begins at home, and our first duty is to

provide for our own house. The church will even eventually do a great

deal more for the world by building herself well up first at home, and
her men and her money will do a great deal more good. Glad to find

that our friend is alive to the vast importance of Home Missions, and
unwilling to appear even for a moment to make one part of Christ’s work
appear as a rival to the other, the collector presents her card, directs

his attention to the Home Mission column, and assures him that he
is at perfect liberty to devote his contribution wholly to that object;

that the Board is actively engaged in the work
;
some colporteurs are

already employed, and nothing but the want of funds prevents it from
employing other pious students of our church in the work of Home
evangelization, and she will be most happy to record a liberal contri-

bution for the cause he has so much at heart. She has not, however,
exactly understood him yet. Here where there are so many churches,

so much preaching, so many Bibles and sabbath schools, he does not
think there is so much danger as to require any extraordinary effort.

If the ministry would only do their duty there would be no use of col-

porteurs. But the rising states on the western frontier are in great
danger of falling a prey to infidelity and anarchy, for want of the
preaching of the gospel. Why does not the church send a mission to

Oregon and California? We would like to see an effort of that kind.

The lady informs him that he is about to be gratified in his desire.
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A minister of the church has expressed his readiness to labour in that

vast and neglected field. Any sum he may feel disposed to appropri-

ate to his outfit will be promptly forwarded. It is important that

those who feel such a deep interest in that Mission should subscribe

liberally and immediately
,
as the season is passing. But perhaps it

has not occurred to her, that persons of knowledge and observation

of the world and of the church, have found that the mere transient

preaching of the gospel has seldom produced lasting effects. Very
much, indeed, humanly speaking, all

,
depends on the character of the

men employed to represent the church in a new country. None
should go there but one of our best men. In these states, composed
of intelligent reading people, the press, that powerful engine of good
or evil, should be employed. At present more good can be done by
the circulation of the Bible, and good books, than by incurring a

heavy expense in sending out and sustaining preachers. With
increasing diffidence on account of her youth, and inevitable inexperi-

ence and ignorance thus so plainly taught her, the collector assures

him, that so far as she is informed, it never was the intention of any
church of Christ to send out missionaries without the Bible, and that

if, in addition to the sum he devotes to sending out a missionary, he

will give any thing for the purchase of books, the Board will lay it out

to the best advantage in procuring a supply of the excellent publica-

tions of the American Tract Society. Indeed, it is highly desirable,

that whoever goes out on that mission should have at least five hun-

dred dollars’ worth of these valuable and useful books for sale or dis-

tribution. At the mention of this matter our objector loses all

patience. What is to become of the church after a little while, or of

what use are her distinguishing principles, if a society of Methodists,

Episcopalians, and New School men, can print as good gospel as the

church of God ? He does not believe that one, or two, or three doc-

trines of the Bible are the gospel. He is not to be whirled away with

this cant of liberality and union. He does not believe in it. He wants

a testimony to be borne for the whole truth
,
not one hoof or hair left

behind, but all things presented according to the pattern shown in the

mount. He wants to see the doctrinal standards of the second refor-

mation brought to light. Of what use is the Board of Missions if it

does not print the testimony and have it taught in the sabbath

schools? If it would show some concern for the principles of the

covenanted reformation, people would feel some heart to subscribe to

its funds
;
but till that is done, it shall have none of his money. If

young people would sit down and learn the Larger Catechism and the

Testimony, they would be better occupied than running over the

world with collecting cards.

Somewhat disheartened by such a fruitless visit, Miss Burns picked

up her parasol and prepared to go, when she felt something plucking

her skirt, and a little hand put in hers, and, looking round, a sweet

little voice said, “ Please, cousin Mary, I want you to take my new
three cent piece and send it to India, to buy some rice for the little

children you told us about last time you wrere over. Wo’n’t Mr. Camp-
bell buy it for them, and teach them to hold up their hands, and say
i Our Father which art in heaven ?

’ ” Before she had turned away
from the child, the door opened and a venerable and beloved elder
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of the church came in. “ Good morning, Mary. Busy with your

card : ah ! that is right, my daughter. When your hair is as white

as mine, you will not regret spending some of your best days in the

service of your blessed Saviour. Mr. Smith, I have just got a circu-

lar from the Board of Missions, informing us that the cheap edition

of the Testimony, which we all so much desired, is now in hand, and
asking all who value reformation principles to come forward and help

to exhibit them. I have headed the list, as requested, for 100 copies.

You see several other brethren have followed. You always spoke

warmly in favour of the good old cause. Now how much is the work
of a covenanted reformation worth to you? You know paper and
types and printers cannot be got without money. Will you be one of

the two hundred to pay five dollars and circulate a hundred copies ?”

“I am really sorry, Mr. Galloway, that you should have called on me
just now,” replies our objector; “ If you had come before I bought that

other property, perhaps I could have spared something. But you see

I am building, and all my spare cash is wanted for that. Besides, one

of my tenants ran away without paying me the year’s rent. I do not

think I can subscribe any thing at present. Indeed I do not think

the public would read our standards or believe them. There is no

great need of a new edition just now. I think I have a copy of the

Testimony somewhere already.” “Well, good morning, Mr. Smith.

I want to make up ten subscribers in our congregation, and to send off

my list to-morrow. Remember this, however: Jesus has said, ‘ Ye
cannot serve God and mammon .’ Will you ride along in my wagon,
Mary, and tell me how you prosper in the good work of Missions ?

Mother and the boys say that we should do a little more in our house

for the cause of Him who gave himself for us. We want each of us to

give three cents a week more than you have entered on the card!”
As they drove from the house, he said, “ Mary, you must not be dis-

couraged at being sometimes refused. Our Lord himself came unto

his own, and his own received him not. What wonder then that

worldly-minded men feel no interest in his work. You need not rea-

son with such people, for you would never find an end to their cavil-

lings. Just go on to the next house, and keep a good heart, as Jesus

does. ‘For he shall not fail nor be discouraged till he have set judg-

ment in the earth, and the isles shall wait for his law.’
”

Observer.

[For the Banner of the Covenant.]

TO THE SECRETARIES AND COLLECTORS OF THE AUXILIARIES.

My Dear Young Friends ,—Permit me to remind you that the meet-

ing of Synod is approaching, and that it is highly desirable that you
should be able to report from your respective congregations that every

member of the church, male and female, is enrolled on your lists as a sub-

scriber to the funds of the Home and Foreign Missions. Our people love

the cause of Christ. There is not one among them who does not desire

to aid it. Do you give them an opportunity ? Call on every member of the

church
, even the poorest. You will always find that those who have

least to give, give most cheerfully. Remember the widow’s mite. None
is so poor among us that he cannot spare a cent a week. If he be able

to give no more, the Lord will accept it. Surely no one would grudge to
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give that sum for the sake of Him who gave all that he had in heaven

and in earth for us. Your quarterly meetings should now be held, and

the whole amount of all the collecting cards paid in to the treasurer, that

he may send it by the pastor or elder to the treasurer of Synod, who will

be at Chicago to receive it. I hope that all the subscriptions will then

be fully paid in, and that the Synod may be able to look upon all the

work, and find that, as was the case with the church in the wilderness,

(Ex. xxxix. 42,) they have done it as the Lord commanded.
The sewing circles will also have the results of their industry ready to

send forward at the same time. The zealous and active little collectors

in the Sabbath-schools will, I am sure, put some of the big people to shame
with the amount which they have raised in the missionary purses. If the

Foreign Missionary has failed to reach any of the Sabbath-schools, will the

superintendent please let me know? My address is
—“Care of Stuart

and Brother, Philadelphia.” A great many Sabbath-schools and Bible

classes in our church have resolved to raise $25 a year, and devote it to

the support of an orphan in the mission school, to be named for their own
pastor or superintendent. They will feel so pleased to know just what
is done with their money, and to get a letter or two every year from their

own little boy in India. Now, let every other Sabbath-school or Bible

class that would like to do this, on next Sabbath, after getting the Ban-
ner, appoint a committee of three boys to write me a letter about it, and

send it on as soon as possible. Who knows but that out of the mouths

of these babes and sucklings, taken into the orphan school and supported

by the children’s pennies, God may yet ordain strength that shall still the

enemy and the avenger? They may grow up to be good and great men,

who will preach the gospel over Asia, and throw down Satan’s kingdom
there. Even a little child may become stronger than Satan, if he will

love God, pray always, and do whatever good he can.

Affectionately yours, Robert Patterson.

From the [Episcopal] Register.

Our readers will peruse with interest the following article in the

Philada. Episcopal Register. It is pleasing to find so much willing-

ness to honour the departed and the living.

Preparation for Death the Business of Life. A discourse on the death of the

Rev. Samuel Brown Wylie, D.D. By John Niel McLeod, Pastor of the First

Reformed Presbyterian Church, New York. New York: G. & H. Miller, 1852.

The upright Man in Life and in Death. A Discourse delivered Sabbath evening,

Nov. 7, 1852, on the occasion of the decease of the Rev. Samuel Brown Wylie,
D.D. By Gilbert M‘Master, D.D. Philadelphia: C. Sherman, Printer, 1852.

These discourses, commemorative of the character and ministry of

a very wrorthy and venerable man, come from “ The Reformed
Presbyterian Church”—that stiff and once stern communion, known
colloquially by the title “ Covenanters”—between whom and our

Mother Church of England, the relation used to be that of fiercely

active antagonism. It is well for Christian charity’s sake that time

tames such temper, and that historical tradition drops it by the way.

Lauderdale and Dalziel were evil and odious allies to do the Church
service, and on the other hand those were brutal and merciless men
who waylaid and slaughtered an Archbishop. Two hundred years,

and the equal toleration of our Republic, have brought a very different
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civic and social relation to Churchman and Covenanter. Each can

hold to his principles and practice as zealously and firmly as of old,

and at the same time they can look upon one another with Christian

charity—now that the power of persecution, once used by both, with

its bad passions, has passed away. If Dr. Wylie’s lot had been cast

in the 17th century, and in Scotland, there was that strong stuff in

his character that in all likelihood he would have taken the sword as

well as the Bible in hand, and would have waged at least defensive

•warfare for the perilous praying in the mountains. He might, for

conscience’ sake, have shared in the strife at Bothwell Brigg, but

never in the bigoted butchering on Magus Moor. In the 19th century,

and in Pennsylvania, the traditional animosity had given place to

gentler emotions, and the descendant of the antagonists of episcopacy

found delight in doing honour to the piety and purity of a Bishop in

his venerable fellow citizen, the first Bishop of Pennsylvania. At the

time of Dr. Wylie’s death, a Bishop of one of our south-western

dioceses, who chanced to be in the neighbourhood of Philadelphia,

was heard to express regret at his inability to show, by his attendance

on the funeral, his respect for the memory of a good man, personally

unknown to him, but whose character and services for sound scholarship

he had long held in great esteem. These things are pleasing to con-

template, as illustrating, not any latitudinarian liberality on either

side, but a truer Christian feeling than existed in the troublous times

of a former century.

Dr. Wylie was born in Ireland, in 1773. He was of Scotch-Irish

extraction. He emigrated to the United States soon after he had
attained his majority, and taken a degree at the University of Glas-

gow. His character always retained its native impress, but was also

transformed by the influences of American citizenship and American
life for near three-score years. Soon after his arrival in this country,

he became a Tutor in the University of Pennsylvania; and, at a later

period, after having been principal for many years of a classical school

of much celebrity, he was elected to the chair of ancient languages.

This office, together with the Yice-Provostship of the University, to

which he had also been raised, he held until 1844, when, resigning its

active duties from a refined sense of obligation on the first approach of

the infirmities of old age, he was honoured with an Emeritus professor-

ship, and this connexion continued until his death. Dr. Wylie was
a teacher of the Greek and Latin languages for half a century: the

pupils of his school, and his students in the University, are to be found
in all parts of the United States, and wherever this notice may happen
to meet the eye of any one of them—be he Churchman or not—it will,

we are very sure, find sympathy, and awaken grateful recollections.

Dr. Wylie’s ministry is thus narrated by the Rev. Mr. McLeod:

—

“ He was ordained to the ministry on the 25th of June, 1800, by
the Reformed Presbytery, re-organized shortly before, in Ryegate,
Vermont, where he had gone for the purpose. This ministry he
discharged, with very few interruptions, till nearly the close of his

life. Having spent the intermediate time in a most interesting and
successful mission to the West and South, where, in carrying out a
Presbyterial enactment, he was instrumental in securing the emancipa-
tion of all the slaves then held by the members of the Reformed
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Presbyterian Church, and in purging that community for all time to

come from the evil of slavery
;
he accepted a call to the First Reformed

Presbyterian Church in Philadelphia, in the charge of which he died.

This occurred in the fall of the year 1802. And here was established

a pastoral relation which has lasted for more than half a century.”

—

A duration as rare as it is honourable, both to the congregation and
the pastor. He also held the chair of theology in the seminary of

his Church, and these multifarious and arduous duties, without suffering

any one to interfere with the accurate performance of the others.

This great accumulation of labour was achieved by the admirable com-
bination of vigorous bodily health, of mental health equally excellent,

indomitable industry, an enthusiastic love of study, and, above all,

an accurate appreciation of duty.

Upon one fact, especially, in the story of Hr. Wylie’s ministry,

Christians of all denominations may look with admiration—approving

wonder—in the.se days of restlessness and change. He was the pastor

of one congregation for fifty years; and the affectionate nature of this

relation was increased by the fact, that during the last nine of that half

century, one of his sons, the Rev. Theodorus W. J. Wylie, was his

associate, by the choice of the congregation, and is now the successor

of his father.

Another fact is worthy of consideration, as showing what may be

accomplished by a pastor and congregation, thus affectionately asso-

ciated and earnest in their work. It is stated that from that one

congregation, beginning with a small assemblage in 1802, there have

grown no less than seven thriving congregations in the city of Phila-

delphia and the immediate neighbourhood. This shows how such a

work is to be done—first the strengthening of the mother Church,

and then a wise and liberal expenditure of its power. Our own people

will understand us, and our “covenanter” friends will, we hope, not

be offended, when we say that the “First Reformed Presbyterian

Church” has proved itself a sort of Cathedral for that denomination

in Philadelphia.

Hr. Wylie was a life-long student: even when between seventy and
eighty years of age, his active mind was opening for itself new spheres

of study. His acquirements as a linguist were very extensive
;
besides

the Greek, and Latin, and Hebrew, to the teaching of which so many
years of his life were devoted, some of the Oriental languages were
known to him. Of several languages he had a mastery, and is said

to have understood, in all, no less than fourteen.

It is interesting to know that all this profound scholarship and
earnestness of ministerial labour were joined with unfailing Christian

cheerfulness, and a freshness of character that was most attractive.

The paragraph in Mr. McLeod’s Sermon, which describes Hr. Wylie
in his home, may be quoted as a very pleasing picture of a clergyman’s

domestic life:

“In domestic life he was simple in his habits, cheerful in his inter-

course with all. Strict in carrying out his family regimen, careful in

the instruction of his household, faithful to warn and rebuke, prompt
and punctual to an extraordinary degree, and yet attracting all by
the honest and exhaustless affection which he poured forth, as from

a horn of plenty. His heart was always young. A household, almost
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prostrated by their bereavement, show how they loved him. We
never knew a man more attached to his own home than he was

;
and

where he was, there his family desired and loved to be also. His

house was the abode of friendship, and its hospitalities were dispensed

without stint, and without murmur. For his charities he was prover-

bial, and if they were not always discriminating, they were as cordial

as they were ample. Caring nothing for money, except as a means
of usefulness, a very large portion of his income, which was sometimes

great, was all his life expended in works of beneficence to others.

—

Even ingratitude, from which he did not always escape, could not

divert from its course the stream of his bounty.”

We have rarely met with any thing more beautiful—so full is it of

an old man’s wisdom and a child’s innocence—than the expression of

the feeling with which this good Christian—bringing together in his

thoughts a retrospect of near eighty years and the close prospect of

his last hour— contemplated life and death. To Dr. McLeod’s
question, “What are the exercises of your mind now, and in imme-
diate view of death?” he answered, “ I cannot say that I am anxious

to die, as I have heard some Christians say they were, for life is still

pleasant to me. I feel no serious decay of my mental powers, I am
not oppressed with poverty, I find nothing in the conduct of my family

to make me think that they wish me away, my congregation is peaceful

and prosperous, and I have better hopes of the Church than I had.

I do not feel life a burden as yet. I am, therefore, willing to live.

But on the other hand (he continued) I am nearly fourscore; I feel,

of course, that my earthly pilgrimage is near its end; I can do little

more for God, and I know that to depart and be with Christ, is far

better than to continue here. I am perfectly willing to die. I leave

the whole matter in the hands of my Redeemer. My faith, I think,

is taking the form of entire submission to the will of God. I rest

with perfect confidence in Jesus Christ.”

We have not felt ourselves called on to criticise either of these

sermons: they have turned our thoughts to the subject of them, and
not to the preachers. We have thought of Dr. Wylie rather than of

the Rev. Dr. M‘Master or Dr. McLeod. Simple as this sounds, no
better praise can be given to any discourse, than this recognition of

the effect produced. Both sermons are truthful tributes, fitting both
to the character commemorated, and the pulpits they were spoken
from

;
they are overflowing with feeling, but it is feeling guarded and

controlled by discretion and good sense. There is no exaggeration
of sentiment or of style; and this negative praise indicates a rare

merit, when it is considered how often the solemnity of death as a
theme fails to rebuke the vanity of declamation, and how often tawdry
rhetoric and extravagant eulogy are the garlands hung on the tombs
of men whose memories should be honoured with simple truth.

[For the Banner of the Covenant.]

THE SYNOD.

From the English Presbyterian Magazine for April, edited by Rev.
James Hamilton of London, we extract the following article, written in

view of the meeting of the Synod of the English Presbyterian Church, in

Manchester, on the 19th April, but singularly appropriate to the state of
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our church, and the spirit and action desirable at the approaching meeting

of our Synod in Chicago, on the 24th of the present month. The closing

paragraph we commend specially to those Israels in our church who have

power with God. There are men and women among us whose lives are

prolonged, simply, it would appear, that they may act as conductors to

bring down showers of refreshing in their own localities. Will they not

endeavour to obtain similar blessings for the whole of God’s weary heri-

tage ? We hope all the prayer meetings of the church will hold a special

meeting on the 24th May, to implore a special outpouring of the Spirit

upon the members of Synod, and a time of revival to the whole
church.

—

In the American “ Presbyterian” we lately read an account of the

meeting of a Synod, and we were exceedingly struck by one circumstance.

It was stated that this Synod had for a succession of years never met
without occasioning a revival of religion in the towns where it assembled.

And the thought instantly occurred, Why should not this be the case with

every Synod? Why should the ministers of Christ,—teachers and rulers

in his Church, ever come together without giving an immediate and

memorable impulse to the Master’s cause?

No doubt it is for the transaction of business that our office-bearers

come together. But if “ Holiness to the Lord” should be inscribed on

the shop and the counting-house of the Christian trader and merchant,

much more should self-consecration and singleness of eye be conspicuous

in managing the affairs of God’s own
-

house; and we should seek to

conduct them as much as may be in the devout and loving spirit with

which our great Example gave himself to His heavenly Father’s ‘‘busi-

ness.

Besides, the *fime of the Synod is not all to be occupied with mere
ecclesiastical routine. Its proceedings will be prefaced by the preaching

the Word, and each sederunt will be opened with devotional exercises.

The Reports of those Committees to which our Schools, our College, and

our Home and Foreign Missions are intrusted, as well as the returns on
the state of religion, may all give rise to profitable conversation; and

from the deputations of sister Churches, we may hope for quickening and

instructive addresses. Besides it is not unlikely that the ensuing meeting

may be signalized by the ordination of the Church’s missionary to China,

Mr. Johnston; so that, however large the attendance which the popu-

lous town of Manchester may contribute, we need not despair of having

every evening, at least, filled up with proceedings which may minister

grace to the hearers, and contribute to the general edifying.

Of course, matters will come up for adjudication on which there will be

diversities of opinion, and possibly some in which personal feelings are

involved. But it is very certain that nothing will come up that may not

be settled without any of the judges losing their temper, or manifesting

such works of the flesh as “hatred, variance, wrath, strife.” Such

manifestations are happily rare in our Synod; and in Synods where they

have occurred, they have done more to damage our polity in public esti-

mation than will ever be countervailed by printed demonstrations of the

Divine right of Presbytery. To heal local dissensions and personal mis-

understandings is one great use of a general Synod; and in order to cure

the distemper, it is not necessary that the physician should himself catch

the contagion. Difficult cases may occur; but with so many men of
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prayer, and so many men of sagacity amongst us, there is no reason why
spectators should not depart exclaiming, “ Behold how good and how
pleasant it is for brethren to dwell together in unity

!”

Hitherto our Annual Meetings have been condensed into very narrow

limits. Men of business were anxious to return to their engagements,

and ministers to their flocks, as soon as possible; and a multitude of

affairs, to which a week could scarcely have done justice, was crushed

into the compass of three days. On the present occasion we hope the

Synod will resolve to sit, not until a given evening, but until its work is

done. In this way the members will be able to exchange their views on

many points materially affecting pastoral usefulness and congregational

prosperity, as well as the advancement of the common cause; and to

which it was impossible to advert when the Synod was hurrying through

its work in time for the starting of the train. And in this way, consulting

together for the Master’s work, sympathizing with one another’s trials,

and growing in friendship and affection for one another, heart will quicken

heart, and iron will sharpen iron.

But the hearts of the best men are not in their own hands, and our

ministers and elders may go up to the Synod with hopes and wishes the

most devout and brotherly, and yet return ashamed. Our safety is in God;
our true policy is prayer. Let the lovers of our Zion pray for the peace

of Jerusalem. Let the Synod be remembered in congregational interces-

sions and in prayer-meetings. Let its members, and the members of our

Church, pray for it in private. Let them ask for it the wisdom which is

“first pure, then peaceable;” let them ask for it a sound mind and a

single eye. Then brotherly love will continue. Brethren will return to

their homes and their labours with hearts knit together,—realizing their

unity, and refreshed for a work which they feel that all are conducting

in common. Christian spectators will rejoice, beholding our order. Our
Church will expand. Our congregations will revive. Our missionaries

will be cheered. Our people will be strengthened in attachment to our

system. The Lord will command the blessing, even life for evermore.

[For the Banner of the Covenant.]

THE SUPPORT OF THE MINISTRY.

Having long waited for some influential member of our church to

propose a practical plan with a view of securing a sufficient maintenance
for the ministry, as nothing has been suggested for the action of

Synod, now on the eve of meeting, to deliberate on the affairs of the

Church, I would submit a plan, hoping some member of Synod would
put it in the form of a resolution. I deem it unnecessary to say any
thing to advocate the object. The readers of the Banner have seen
convincing arguments on that subject from the extracts of the dis-

course of Dr. Guthrie, published in the last number. I know it would
be the sincere wish of every member in connexion with Synod, to

see all our ministers receiving a sum sufficient to enable them to

devote their time and talents without any embarrassments to the
work of the Lord. In the language of Dr. Guthrie, “ He is ill-fitted

to sit in the study and collect and arrange materials for the pulpit, or

to stand by the bed of death and minister to a mind diseased, whose
mind is harassed with household cares.”

It appears that there are eleven congregations which pay to their
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ministers, on an average, less than $400 ;
the whole sum paid is only

a little over $3,000. To make an average of $400 to those eleven

ministers would take $1400 additional. How is that sum to be raised?

Mr. M‘Millan would give $500, if a similar sum could be raised by
the church.* It is believed that those congregations could be induced

to pay $450 more to their ministers if Synod would manifest a desire to

assist them : that would still leave $450 to be contributed. I would
therefore suggest that Synod authorize a collection to be taken up in

all the congregations under its care, on the second Sabbath after

adjournment, to meet this deficiency. If this plan would meet the

views of Synod, it would be delightful intelligence to A Layman.

April 22, 1853.

[For the Banner of the Covenant.]

EXTRACT OF A LETTER FROM A YOUNG MINISTER TO A FRIEND.

My Dear Friend,—I hope the visit of Brother P. will be useful in

arousing a more thorough missionary spirit in our church. We have
long been sleeping and slumbering over the interests, temporal and
eternal, of a heathen world. We need only to have our conduct set

before us in its true light to make us ashamed of our apathy. All

that is wanting is light on this subject. The scales are just beginning

to fall from our eyes, and what you and I give now to this cause,

(should we live to be old men,) will not be a tenth part of what we will

feel ourselves bound to give then. I often wonder what the church

was about thirty or forty years ago.f And I believe the day will come
when the whole church will wonder what we were about in our day.

I do not claim for ourselves more piety than our fathers, but I claim

more efficiency in spreading the gospel of the Son of God. This no
intelligent Christian will, I think, pretend to controvert. But even
yet what is doing, in comparison with the amount that is to be done,

is small. That the whole world, every foot of territory, is to be given

to the saints of the most high God, is an article of your faith and
mine. That it is to be done by the church, we also believe. This is

God’s ordained instrumentality for its conversion. Considering then

the greatness of the work we might despair, did we not know that He
that has promised is able also to perform. That God’s Spirit is just

as powerful now as it was on the day of Pentecost. That that feeling

can be again enkindled in every heart which led the primitive Christian

to say that “nought that he had was his own.” When this feeling

takes possession of every inhabitant of Zion we may then look for

* We could not expect every year a munificent donation, (One Thousand
Dollars,) like that made by the venerable father whose name is mentioned
above, and one-half of which is to be appropriated to aid weak congregations.

We hope, however, Synod will make some permanent arrangements, so that a
fund will be established for this purpose, to which all congregations will con-

tribute, by annual collections or otherwise, and from which appropriations may
be made in aid of such congregations as are unable to give adequate support to

their ministers. We expect that the committee, to whom this subject has been
referred, will propose some feasible method, and in the mean time they will

gladly avail themselves of any suggestions which may be presented to them.

—

Ed.

f Probably few men have ever lived who made greater exertions, or endured
more privations to sustain and extend the gospel, than the ministerial fathers and
early members of the Reformed Presbyterian Church in this land.

—

Editor.
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“ nations to be born in a day.” That things are hastening to this

point now, who can doubt that reads.—“He that has on his vesture

and on his thigh a name written, King of kings and Lord of lords,”

will accomplish it? And as all things are under his control for the

extension of his kingdom, we cannot doubt that the steam-boats, steam-

cars, the telegraphic wires, will all of them be by him converted into

messengers of the gospel, and that literally there will be written even

on the bells of the horses, “Holiness unto the Lord.”

The time must come, before the world is converted, when every man
that ploughs will do it to spread the gospel. When the mechanic, the

merchant, the lawyer, and the school teacher will pursue their re-

spective occupations in the fear of the Lord, and for the purpose of

adding to the triumphs of the cross, and the extension of the Re-

deemer’s kingdom. If this be so, who can say that they are doing all

they can in this great work now? The church must understand better

the doctrine of stewardship, that our property is not our own, but

was given to us by God, and that we have no more right to squander

it than the secretary of the Treasury of the United States has to ap-

propriate U. S. funds to the support of his own family. That we are

not prepared to act on this principle yet, I know. We have not enough
of the spirit of our Divine Master, who, though he was rich, yet for

our sakes became poor. But that to this the church will come, 1
know

,
for God has told me so. Yours, truly, R.

iFor tlie

[For the Banner of the Covenant.]

ADVICE GIVEN TO HER CHILDREN BY MARGARET, WIFE OF JOHN BLACK, ON
THE DAY OF HER DEATH, THE 13tH OF FEB., 1853.

To her children, who were gathered around her, she said—“ Be good

children. Love each other, and dwell together in peace. Do not forget

Him who said— * Remember now thy Creator in the days of thy youth ,

while the evil days come not
,
nor the years draw nigh, when thou shalt

say
,
1 have no pleasure in them? Read your Bibles; study the Scrip-

tures well
;
put your trust in God, and pray to him, and he will never

leave you nor forsake you. He has always been kind to me, and he will

be to you if you trust in him. Do not take up your time in reading light

books and papers; put them all aside, for they will stand in the way of

your duty to God. Oh, may God direct you! Set not your affections

on this world, or the things of time.” Seeing her children weeping
around her, she said—“Weep not for me, but for yourselves;” and then

most earnestly she exclaimed, “ May the Lord God Almighty bless you
all! I can now commit my small family to my God, who has led and
guided me all my life long until now.” Addressing her children again,

she said—“ Be kind to the poor and needy
;
be always ready to visit the

sick and afflicted; and now I thank God for all his blessings, both spi-

ritual and temporal, especially for his goodness and mercy to my soul.

He has kept and preserved me all my life, and given abundantly of the

good things of time.” She inquired if her boys were present, to whom
she said—“Be kind to each other; dwell in peace, and never quarrel

about the things of the world.” She then repeated the twenty-third

Psalm with great earnestness and fervour, and prayed that the Lord would
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be with her with his rod and staff to support and comfort her when she

descended into the valley of the shadow of death.

She had often expressed her disapprobation of the practice of burying

the dead on the Sabbath. As she was now dying on the Lord’s day, she

said
—“I thank my God, who has so ordered it, that I am not to be bu-

ried on the Sabbath day; and I take it as a mark of his love to me that

he has answered my petitions in this matter, for often have I prayed that

it should not be on that day. Oh, in how many ways is the Sabbath

profaned, and this is one of them. Remember this is from your dying

mother, and be sure to be prepared to meet me in heaven.” She then

was heard to say—“Into the hands of my Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ

I commit my spirit for ever and ever, praying that he may accept of me
for his own name’s sake. Amen.”
The Rev. John Gilmore called in the evening, and comforted her

greatly from the Scriptures. She requested him to pray with her, which

he did, affording her great consolation in view of approaching death. She

asked him to attend her funeral, (which she supposed would be on the

morrow,) and address the people. She departed about 20 minutes past

7 o’clock on Sabbath evening.

Mr. Gilmore attended on the 15th, and also went, as she had requested

him, to the funeral, having given an edifying and wholesome address to

the people assembled at the house. The family feel their debt of grati-

tude to Mr. Gilmore for his unfailing kindness to them in all their trou-

bles. May tbe Lord whom he serves return his kindness to us upon his

own head manifold

!

The above was taken down, as he heard the expressions from her

mouth, and recorded for the benefit of her children, by their uncle, Robert

Black, of Deer Creek.

She is buried at the Reformed Presbyterian Church, Deer Creek, with

this inscription on her grave-stone:—“Margaret, Wife of John Black,

died Feb. 13th, 1853, in the 59th year of her age. She died on the

Sabbath, charging her children to strive to meet her in heaven, to remem-

ber their Creator in the days of their youth, and trust in God, who did

never forsake her.”

iHtsstoucirg Kutelltfjntce.

EXTRACTS OF LETTERS FROM REV. J. R. CAMPBELL.

Saharanpur, January 5th
;
1853.

Mr. Caldwell is still itinerating, and we do not expect him back

for several weeks yet. Mr. Woodside’s health is decidedly improving.

Our mission work goes on as usual, the schools are well attended, as

well as the preaching both in the city and on the mission premises.

Altogether, we are much encouraged in our labours, and trust they are

not in vain in the Lord. The health of myself and family is now as

good as we could desire. Our hands are very full of various duties,

but I am never more happy than when/24% engaged; it is the idle

that are to be pitied. We shall have a meeting of Presbytery as soon

as Mr. Caldwell returns, and send our report to next Synod. As yet,

we have not seen the minutes of last Synod, nor do we know when

the next Synod is to meet.

We are glad to hear of so much prosperity and extension of our

church at home, but unless the schools of the prophets are kept up with

increasing interest, we cannot expect this prosperity to continue.
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I trust, through Mr. Patterson’s labours, we will soon obtain the means

for enlarging this mission, and now it is time to be looking out for the

right kind of men to represent our Church in India. The representa-

tion is now quite too small
;
our missionaries should increase in the

ratio of the increase of the church at home, and even this would show

no increase in the missionary spirit among the people : to show this,

a certain compound ratio should be granted, and therefore instead of

three more missionaries to be sent out immediately, the number should

be double or treble that ! Even this would be within the bounds of

moderation, and not impracticable. Faith should not stagger at such

a proposal, but come right up to the point of duty, and determine to

discharge it. But probably some man will say, in times past we
entered on the foreign missionary enterprise on too extensive a scale,

and beyond our ability as a church, and hence it is not possible to

go on increasing our efforts in this cause in proportion to the increase

of our ministers and members. In reply to such a statement, I

would ask the objector,—I would ask the whole church,—Lacked ye
any thing at home in consequence of the efforts made abroad for the

salvation of the perishing heathen ? Has God’s blessing been with-

held from the means of grace you have enjoyed, because you have to

some extent furnished these means to others ? Have ye found that the

distribution of some of the talents God placed in your hands as his

stewards has, even in a worldly sense, tended to poverty ? Have the

ministers and members of the church been diminished, because two or

three of the number were sent to distant India ? If, on the other

hand, because you have scattered to a small extent, God has greatly

increased you, do you not think, it would be wise policy to try the

experiment again, and prove the Lord, if he will not open the windows
of heaven and pour you out a still greater blessing ? If I were to sit

down to devise means to promote, in the highest degree, the church’s

prosperity at home, I would, first of all, and above all
,
recommend the

cultivation of a missionary spirit, and the carrying out, to the greatest

possible extent, the Saviour’s last command to his disciples. Just so

long as the church overlooks this command, or looks upon it as a

matter of secondary or of small importance, will she find herself

without that large blessing from on high which obedience secures.

As far as my observation goes, I am almost afraid to say it,—no
Christian church on earth at present looks upon this subject in that

important light which it deserves, or approaches her duty to Christ,

and the heathen as the case demands. Where could there be a com-
mand more plain or positive than is found in Mark xvi. 15 ? Can that

command ever lose its force until all the world has heard the gospel?
Are not eight-tenths of living men without the gospel ? Are not
thousands perishing daily who have never heard the gospel ? Can
Christians, who have embraced the gospel, and who believe that it is

the wisdom of God, and the power of God, to the salvation of Jews
and Gentiles, and that without it, sinners must perish eternally, give
any good reason why it has not been made known to the dying
heathen ? Will the reasons usually offered be satisfactory to the
Saviour on the day of judgment ? Could the wealth of Christians be
better invested, or in any stock on earth bring in so large a revenue,
as by lending it to the Lord? The security of a God that cannot
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lie is “an hundred-fold ” in the present life, and in the next world,

“life everlasting.

”

Saharanpur, Feb. 3d. 1853.

Since my last, the affairs of the station have been going on as

usual. Until within a few days, when Mr. Caldwell returned, after an
absence of nearly three months, on an itinerancy, all the duties here

fell upon me, but I am thankful to say I was enabled to carry on
matters, preaching, &c., without interruption. We have obtained an
assistant preacher in the place of our lamented Samuel. His name
is Matthew Brown, and was brought up at the orphan school Fathagarh.

Brother Caldwell in his long journey found many willing to hear

the Gospel, and to receive the wTord of God at his hands. He visited

a number of large towns to the south-west of this place, where the

gospel was never preached before, and found the people respectful

and eager to obtain our religious books. All he had were distributed

in the Hindu language, and many more might have been given away
if he had had them with him. We are very sorry that it is not in

our power to travel about a great deal more in the cold season, so as

to extend our circuits to the dying multitudes beyond our bounds, so

as to give them an opportunity also to hear the glad tidings of salva-

tion. But what cam wT
e do where we are so weak-handed, and when

the board limits us in means for this great work? During four

months of the year we should be in tents travelling all the country

over for hundreds of miles distant, were it not that our schools and
other duties here make it necessary for one, at least, to remain at the

station. The harvest is so great, and the labourers so few, that we see

no other way of reaching the multitudes, but by these occasional visits

from year to year; and still, how few, after all, in proportion to the

millions sitting in darkness, can hope to hear the gospel? But now
wr

e have not only all Hindustan open to missionary labour, from
Peshawer in the far north-west to Cape Comorin in the south,

but within a few days the greater part of Burmah including Pegu,
has been annexed to this immense eastern empire now under the

British rule. It does seem, indeed, as if the Lord was trying the

faith and sincerity of the Christian world, by opening up the heathen
world, and beckoning to his professed followers to come on to the

help of the Lord against the mighty. Surely, if religion is to go
hand in hand with civilization, no time is to be lost, and the friends

of Christ should no longer delay to send the gospel to the millions

that are thus annually brought within their reach. Many—many
more missionaries must be sent to India and Burmah, or opportunities

will be lost, which will never again be enjoyed. This is evidently a

most propitious seed-time, and if the blessed gospel be widely dis-

seminated, wT
e may expect an abundant harvest. I think the account

I sent to you some months ago, of the progress of the gospel in

India, will convince the most skeptical that the labours of missionaries

have not been in vain, but that considering the state of the people,

and the mighty obstacles that have opposed the spread of Chris-

tianity, the success has been even beyond what might have been

expected.

Mr. Woodside’s health, I learn from him, is improving rapidly,

indeed apparently quite restored. He has been surrounded with snow
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for the last five weeks, arid seems to enjoy it greatly. All here are

as usual except myself, and I have not felt so well the last fortnight.

P. S. I enclose exercises in composition from two of the pupils

in the English school belonging to respectable families in the city:

they show their views about Hinduism.

Yours ever, J. R. Campbell.

EXTRACT OP A LETTER FROM REV. J. R. CAMPBELL.

Mission House, Saharanpur, Feb. 4th, 1853.

Brother Caldwell returned a few days ago from his itineracy in

good health, and seems much encouraged by the reception he has

had at many places where the gospel was not preached before.

—

Brother Woodside writes in good spirits, and thinks his health is

completely restored, but doubtless he will write to you himself all

the news. We are just expecting in a few hours a visit from Bayard
Taylor, Esq., an American traveller, who is taking a look at Hindustan,

and who, I understand, is on his way to Hong Kong to join the Japan
expedition. He is coming here to see our mission station, the Bota-

nical gardens, &c., and as he is a correspondent of the New York
papers, he will doubtless be giving a report of what he sees. What
a wonderful age ! A tour across Europe and Asia, and even round the

world, is thought nothing of now, and it can be performed in such a

short time ! When, dear Brother, are you going to make your visit

to our mission ? What spirits I would be in, if I had the prospect

of meeting you in a few hours, and how happy I would be to take

you about, and show you all the strange things to be seen here ! But
I suppose you are so much engaged in business these times, you have
little notion of such a project. Well, it is always best to be engaged
in some lawful business—and to attend to it diligently. This is not
inconsistent with the higher object for which we live. “ Diligent in

business
,
fervent in spirit

,
serving the Lord,” is the apostle’s motto;

and an excellent one it is. You seem to have so fully adopted it, as

to make it a governing principle, and I doubt not but you find divine

strength imparted by every effort made to promote the glory of God,
and to advance his cause in the world. As we have but a short time
to labour for Christ, it is important to do what our hands find to do
with all our might. Surely his service is not slavish or wearisome,
but a delight and perfect freedom. We can never do enough to

manifest our love to Him who loved us better than his life, and laid

it down to redeem us from eternal misery. 0, that the love of Christ
might indeed constrain us to live more to his glory.

Since I heard of the death of Dr. Wylie, my spirits have been low,

and yet there is every thing in the departure of so eminent a servant
of God, calculated to cheer and animate us, but as one friend after

another drops off and leaves us more desolate behind, we feel this vale

of tears to be more and more cold and friendless. May this tend to

make us fix our affections more and more on things above, and long
to be with Christ and the redeemed in glory.

1853-12
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THE DUTIES OF ELDERS.

1. It is the duty of Elders to visit the congregation. He would be deemed a
careless merchant who was ignorant of the clerks in his establishment, and the

description of the goods that stock his shelves
;
or a careless commauder who was

ignorant of the character and capabilities of his men; or a careless schoolmaster

or shepherd who was ignorant of the condition and circumstances of those intrusted

respectively to their charge. On the same principle he may be looked upon as a

careless Elder—as one who cannot be said to rule well—who remains in profound
ignorance of every thing connected with those priceless souls, to whom he has
been summoned to act as an overseer. His knowledge, of course, cannot be ob-

tained without personal intercourse. Elders and people must come face to face in

order to know one another. With other duties to attend to, it would have been
altogether unreasonable, however, to expect each elder to be personally acquainted
with each individual connected with a congregation of average dimensions. Hence
the importance of a division of labour, and a considerable corps of efficient elders

in order to this being realized. Unless there be a number of elders, this dividing

of the congregation into sections cannot take place; and consequently the visitation

for which we contend must be in a large measure neglected.

2. It is the duty of Elders especially to visit those who are in sickness. This is the

very essence of pure religion and undefiled before God, u to visit the fatherless and
widows in their affliction.” To every member of the General Assembly on the

right hand of the throne of judgment will it be said, “I was sick, and ye visited

me?” In a sense, then, this duty appertains to every genuine professor of religion,

but especially does it fail within the province of Elders. They are expected, as

we have seen, to act the part of shepherds; and what kind of shepherd would that

be, who would allow any to remain ‘-weak and sickly” among the flock, without

endeavouring to relieve them ? How does the great Shepherd of the sheep act ?

1 will seek that which was lost, and bring again that which was driven away,
and will bind up that which was broken, and strengthen that which was sick.” It

was his uniform practice, as he went about doing good, to go to the house of

mourning—to frequent the couch of sickness and to pour into the wounded spirit

the balm of consolation. To the under shepherd, in this respect, he has left an
example.

This duty devolves on the Elder even more than on the Minister. What saith the

scripture
1

? Is any man sick? let him call for— is it the presiding pastor?—no; he
has many other duties to occupy him, which may often prevent his prompt attend-

ance. Is any man sick ? Then, says James
,

11 let him call for the Elders of the Church,
and let them pray over him.” There are some people exceedingly unreasonable.

They won’t be satisfied unless a minister be constantly on their threshold
;
and

should they be unwell, if he pays not a daily visit, it is a grievous oversight. Let

such remember what a minister’s duty principally is. We do not by any means
depreciate the importance of visiting, when we give it as our decided opinion,

gathered from a careful perusal of what the Bible says on the matter, that a mi-
nister’s primary duty is to preach the Gospel. He is expected to give himself to

prayer, and to the ministry of the Word. He is enjoined to give attendance to

reading—to exhortation—to doctrine—to meditate on these things—to give himself

wholly to them, that his profiting may appear unto all. How is it possible for his

profiting to appear unto all, if his time be frittered away in a continuous string of

visits ? If, in this matter, he would have all speak well of him, he must either keep
the congregation, on spare diet on the Sabbath, or prematurely exhaust his physical

and mental energies. We do not mean to say, that a minister should not visit the

people in general, or the sick in particular. This he ought to do as much as lies

in his power; and it will be found that, often, application, like a ploughshare,

breaks up the fallow-ground, and constructs furrows for the reception of the incor-

ruptible seed. The season of sickness is often the most favourable for the pro-

duction of serious impressions.—But we do say, that a people should make allow-

ance for their minister, if he does not visit them as often as they might wish—and
consider the visit of a pious and judicious Elder as an equivalent.

We would take this opportunity, also, of alluding to the fact, that the members
of a congregation olten complain both of minister and elders not visiting them in

sickness, when they are kept in utter ignorance of their being sick at all. Let such

find an answer to their murmurings in the scripture injunction— is any man sick,

let him callfor the Elders.” So long as they do not think it worth while to give the

slightest call, they have no right or reason to find fault. The neglect, on their
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part, of an express Bible order, should satisfy them at once as to the side on which
the blame lies.

3. Eiders should take a watchful oversight of any in the congregation who show
a tendency to backslide. They should reprove, rebuke, and exhort, with all long-sut-

fering. To them peculiarly is the command addressed—“ Thou shalt in anywise
rebuke thy neighbour, and not suffer sin upon him.” One member is irregular in

his attendance at Church—absent altogether without any satisfactory reason, and,

at best, only a half day hearer. Another is indulging, it may be, in its incipient

stages, that vice which has proved the prolific root of all evil—filling our prisons,

and asylums, and cemeteries, with blanched and bloated inmates—depriving the

Church of some of its apparently choicest members, and society of its most attrac-

tive ornaments^-shivering the very pinnacles in the temple of religion, and threat-

ening to invade the sanctity of the Holiest itself, and drag reeling victims from the

very horns of the altar:—he is given to intemperance. Whatever be the cause of

backsliding, it is the bounden duty of the Elder to call the offender to account, and,

according to the nature and degree of the offence, to administer the word of gentle

caution, friendly admonition, or stern reproof.

—

Ecc. and Miss. Rec.

On Certain Changes In Forms Of Worship.—Some people are never satisfied

with things as they are. Like a vessel sailing against wind and tide, they must
be always tacking about, and yet losing ground at each turn. Change is good
when it effects a real improvement; but variations from old forms, merely to

suit individual tastes, or to secure transient objects, are not for general edification.

Even in matters indifferent, changes are hazardous when religion is involved.

We have been lately struck with a change, introduced into the form of worship
of many of the Congregational and New School Presbyterian churches. We
refer to the change from standing to sitting in prayer, and from sitting to standing
in singing . These innovations have their origin only a few years back. In con-
versing lately with a Congregational clergyman, he informed us that in his

youth every body, except the infirm, stood up during prayer, and of course sat

during singing. The reverse is now quite extensivly the case. It would be inte-

resting to know the origin of the innovation. The Puritan Recorder
,
of Boston,

one of the leading religious papers in the country, gives the following explana-
tion :

“ What was the origin of the custom of congregations sitting down to pray ?

The Presbyterian refers it to the length of public prayers, in the former habits of
ministers. But while we would make no defence of long prayers, we doubt the
correctness of this account of the matter. For in our view the prayers were
shortened before the sitting began.
“As far as our observation and recollection serve us, the new custom came in

with the ‘ new measures/’ that were introduced into New England by Mr.
Finney. We never saw or heard of a New England congregation sitting in prayer
till we saw it in Boston, at the time when Mr. Finney was carrying forward his
revival measures here in 1831. And then we had, and ever since have had the
impression, that the practice came in with him—whether by his recommendation
we cannot say. If we are mistaken in this, or if others can give a truer account
of the matter, we hope to stand corrected. For it would be well worth the while
for the public to know where and when this new custom took its beginning.”

Other persons, with whom we have conversed, have concurred with the “Re-
corder” in the opinion that the New Measure dispensation of Messrs. Finney,
Burchard, &c., introduced the change in question. What the object of these re-

formers was, it is not easy to explain. Was it the love of notoriety, the ambition
to do “ something,” the itch to “ leave a mark”—an infirmity not rare in reformers ?

Or was it found to “work best ” with the system of new measures, and adopted
as an expedient to carry out plans! Or was it a kind of “act and testimony”
against old practices and old-schoolism in general—a partition wall over against
the ruins of a dead orthodoxy? Whatever was the object of the reformation, we
venture a few remarks.

1. Differences in the forms of worship are generally the result of differences
in theological opinion. The various denominations of Christians are usually
characterized by differences in religious worship. The Roman Catholics and
the Episcopalians, who approach each other in doctrine, have a strong affinity in
forms. The Congregationalists and the Presbyterians, whose Confession of Faith
has hitherto been the same, have had almost entirely the same usages in public
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worship. The Methodists have forms, which correspond to the excitements of

a peculiar type of divinity. The different sects are commonly marked by dis-

tinctions which strike the eye as well as the mind. When new-schoolism arose

in theology, it was accompanied by its outward badges. The new measure men
were the new divinity men too.

2. One innovation leads to another. Whether the rising in singing led to the sit-

ting in prayer, or vice versa
,
we do not know. Probably the former. The Metho-

dists, who more nearly resemble the Revival men, so called, make much of their

singing and postures; and the itinerant evangelists of the Congregational and
Presbyterian churches copied a good many things, doctrinal and practical, from
the followers of Wesley. We think it probable, if not certain, that the rising

in singing was the antecedent of the sitting in prayer. The one led necessarily
to the other. Other changes will follow in time.

3. Let our own ministers take warning. There is a tendency sometimes to get
up something new, in the excitement of the moment. A few weeks ago we
heard a young licentiate from Princeton, after giving out the hymn, say : “ The
congregation will please to rise in singing the fourth verse, which is a verse
of praise !” We wonder if the young man thought that a large part of the hymns
require standing, on the principle he mentioned. On the last Sabbath we heard
another of our ministers announce: “The congregation are requested to stand in

singingt his hymn.” At least one of the auditors, who reluctantly complied with
the request

,
was very much puzzled to know the reason, and he is yet in the dark.

There was nothing peculiar in the case.

4. The usages of our fathers in the house of God ought to be retained for these
four reasons, if for no others, 'lhey are good usages. They are characteristic of

our Church. Change leads—we know not where. Many devout people are al-

ways annoyed at needless innovation.

Salvation.—We must make the salvation of Christ our own, before it can
save us ! Alas ! what is there that we need to have more often sounded in our
ears than this simple truth? It is here that so many of us fail. We hear of a
glorious salvation wrought out for perishing man by a glorious Saviour ; we know
something of its nature

;
we profess to desire it for ourselves, and we actually

expect when we die to obtain it. Perhaps we go further. We teach our children

its wondrous plan; we speak of it to our friends; we are ready to help in sending
its glad tidings to heathen lands ; but all this while not a single attempt have
we made to secure an interest in it for ourselves; we have not so much as once
earnestly asked for it. We expect to be preserved by a remedy we have never
taken, to be refreshed by water we have never tasted, to be happy in a salvation

we have never sought. Our religion is not a personal thing; and this one defect

in it mars all. “ Verily, verily, I say unto you,” is the declaration of Christ,

‘‘except ye eat of the flesh of the Son of man, and drink his blood, ye have no
life in you.” The root of the evil lies in our own earthly and sensual minds ; and
there the remedy must be applied. And who can apply it? Who can reach a
heart buried in worldly cares, and crowded with worldly desires? None but he
who formed it at first. It is in the day of his power that his people are willing.

It is when he has opened the heart, that the heart welcomes his mercy. To him,
therefore, we must go, not merely for salvation, or the faith that lays hold of

salvation, but (so low have we fallen) for a willingness to be saved, for even
the very desire of deliverance. Prayer is the first step towards heaven

;
and this

is the first blessing that prayer must sue for, the quickening grace of the Holy
Ghost—that hungering and thirsting after Christ which he only can satisfy, and
he only can give.” (Bradley.)

Astounding Estimate.—Mr. C. Everett sums up the results of the liquor

traffic thus:—“In direct expense,” he says, “ it cost the country, during ten years,

$600,000,000; judicial expense $600,000,000 more
;
300,000 lives lost: sent 1,000,000

children to the poor house; the cause of 1.500 murders, made 1,000 maniacs; sent

1,000,000 to jail; caused 2.000 suicides; destroyed by fire, etc., etc., etc., to the

amount of 10,000,000; made 1,000,000 orphans and 10,000 widows.”
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Protestant Colonies in Ireland.—The prospects of Ireland brighten, and our

confidence in her approaching emancipation from her woes and degradation gains

strength. Many causes, with certain and obvious progression, are contributing to

this result, and are rising above and shaming the hollow professions, the selfish

and reckless schemes of her false disturbers, her professed friends. The prepara-

tion for this brightening came not from legislation : the changes for which agitators

clamoured have not been made, and most of the measures propounded by intelli-

gence and patriotism have been defeated. That which human sagacity and abi-

lity could not accomplish, Divine Providence has, effected. The process, by famine

and pestilence, has been terrific. It has not been unpitied. The public and pri-

vate sympathies of the nation, raising and distributing more than nine millions of

pounds, have liberally responded to the aid of misery occasioned by these calami-

ties
;
and thus have praiseworthy efforts been made to deliver the poor when they

cried. Emigration on an unprecedented scale has succeeded
;
and the u exodus

of thousands,* from poverty and rags to sufficiency and comfort, has been accom-
plished.

The aspect of Ireland is changed and changing
;

its population is not what it

was, either in number or character; the proportion of its elements is altered;

emigration, or a change in the habits of life, is made necessary to multitudes

;

property is changing hands; capital and industry are supplanting poverty and im-

providence
;
and new men and new measures are being introduced, in all this

there is hope concerning Ireland’s future destiny, and a preparation for practical,

painstaking, and successful Protestant effort. Among the many things which, in

this view, claim our attention, is the projected establishment of Protestant Colo-

nies and Industrial Agricultural Schools, with model farms, in Ireland.

A successful attempt, embracing also Scriptural and Protestant teaching, in the

midst of difficulties, outrage, and persecution, which are not likely again to recur,

has been made at Achill
;
and other similar plans, with more hopeful prospects,

are initiated. The Irish Church Society, and the persevering Presbyterians of the

North of Ireland and Caledonia, are bestirring themselves, and by the press and
public meetings awakening attention to their endeavours. Earnest men are em-
barking in these, and many of the intelligent and wealthy are favourably disposed.

One of these plans contemplates the purchase, by the proceeds of subscriptions,

of one of the many estates which, under the Encumbered Estates Act, are brought

into the market; to vest the land so purchased in Trustees, and to confide the ma-
nagement to Directors chosen by the subscribers. It is intended to offer every
encouragement to respectable and intelligent colonists to settle on the estate, and
thus form a body of Protestant tenantry associated and co-operating with mission-

ary labour
;
to establish Industrial Schools, affording to as many children of the

population as practicable an asylum, as well as training
;
and thus, by what may

be expected to prove an inexpensive, if not remunerative procedure, to originate

and maintain centres of Protestant influence, of wholesome example, of better

husbandry, and of social order and prosperity. Such schemes, if well and wisely
managed, as they bid fair to be in the hands of their promoters, deserve to be looked
upon with favour. They challenge our confidence, and should secure the co-ope-

ration or imitation of those Protestants who possess the requisite ability. The
popish parts of Ireland, whose only idea of decency and order has been gathered
from the military barrack or the constabulary station, want, and would repay, the

introduction of a class of persons, whose industry, frugality, and general good
behaviour would set a valuable example before their inhabitants, rather inviting

and securing their imitation, than discouraging by its contrast with their own habits

and condition
;
especially as the profitable farming of any district will require the

expenditure of capital where, through the difficulties of former nominal possessors,

it has long been unknown: the labour, also, of the peasantry will be necessary:
it will be fairly remunerated, and thus a powerful inducement will be furnished to

imitate the industry witnessed. The luxury of justly-requited employment being
tasted, new ideas and motives will arise, before which the fatal spell of Riband-
ism will, if not immediately, yet soon and surely, vanish, as a felt and valuable
interest in the security of the new order of things prevails, if those remove who have

* In the last ten years, the total Irish emigration to America and the Colonies has been

1.289,133. (The Twelfth General Report of Colonial Land and Emigration Commissioners,

1852.) “ In London there are more Irish than in Dublin. In Manchester and Salford, more
Irish than in Cork. In Glasgow, as many Irish and descendants of Irish as in Belfast. There
are more Irish (born in Ireland) now living in Glasgow, than there are living at Belfast, Irish

who have been born there.”— (Sir F. B. Head’s Ireland, 1852.)
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stood in the way of such improvement. This is the case in all countries where its

influence is dominant, as witness Spain, Italy, and the south of Ireland; while the

contrary effect of Protestantism is discovered in England, Scotland, and the north

of Ireland itself. “ Ireland has one province prosperous, peaceful, and intelligent;

abounding with industry and opulence; its peace kept by a single regiment and a
few constables, while in the other three provinces, 20,000 troops and 12,000 con-

stabulary can scarcely suppress tumult. The soil of that province is most sterile,

its climate the severest, its shores the most stormy of Ireland; yet its hills and
valleys are covered with harvests

;
its cities crowded with the most active and

public-spirited population of Ireland; its manufactures a mine, its fields a garden.

What has created this Goshen in the midst of the national darkness'? The answer
is inevitable

—

Protestantism.”*

Familiarity with God.—“ I don’t like Mr. Richards’ prayers,” said Mr. Jackson;
“ he is altogether too familiar in his mode of address to the King of kings : do you
not think so?”—“ Yes,” replied Mr. Evans; “ his manner struck me unpleasantly.

There seemed to be a want of reverence, which I think is always characteristic of

true devotion. The holy angels are represented as coming into the presence of

God with the deepest reverence and awe; much more should guilty sinners do so.”—“ Does not this same reverence require that our prayers should be very short?

The examples recorded in the Scriptures are very short.”—“ Not all of them. In

most cases, the sum and substance only of the prayers offered on particular occa-

sions are recorded. Solomon’s prayer on the dedication of the temple seems to

be recorded in full, and it is by no means a short one. Our reverence for the high
and holy One who inhabiteth eternity requires us to avoid all needless repetition

and tautology, but it does not require us to be brief, that is, does not forbid us to

take all the time necessary to enumerate our wants. If we have many things to

ask for, God is willing that we should take the time required for that purpose.”—“ To
this end preparation should be made, especially by those who would lead the devo-
tions of others.”—“ Certainly. No one would think of asking a favour of a distin-

guished magistrate, the President of the United States for example, without pre-ar-

ranging his thoughts, so as to express them with a propriety befitting the presence in

which they were to be delivered. Much more should one order his thoughts, and the

attitude of his spirit, when about to come into the presence of the King of kings.

But this reverence which I contend for is not inconsistent with child-like simplicity

and affectionate importunity. We are not to confine ourselves to the most con-

densed expression of our wants. In many of the examples of prayer recorded in

the Bible we find not only the petitions, but a simple-hearted setting forth of the

reasons of them. When Jacob was alarmed at the approach of his brother Esau,
he prayed, “Deliver me, I pray thee, from the hand of Esau; for I fear him, lest

he will come and smite me, and the mother with the children.” In the Psalms,
we find many examples of this simplicity in prayer, which shows that God is will-

ing to have us come to him, just as children come to their parents, and make known
all our fears, and troubles, and wants. He loves to have his people “pour out

their hearts before him.”—“ But should not those details that you allude to be
reserved for our hours of private devotion?”—“I think they should, in a great

measure; still, they may be entered into in public, so far as they are connected
with the objects which are made the subject of public prayer. There is another

kind of affectionate familiarity with God, of which I am reminded by the subject.

I once knew a man who was remarkable for his uprightness and spirituality. His
prayers were remarkable for the reverence which pervaded them, and also for

affectionate confidence. I never heard finer examples of deep reverence and
affectionate familiarity. He used to say, we should never close our eyes at night

till we have been and told Jesus all we have done during the day. The disciples,

we are told, “'came and told Jesus all they had done.” We should do so daily.

If we have spoken harshly to those to whom we owe only tenderness, we must
tell Jesus of it. If we have been selfish and hard-hearted, we must go and tell him
of it. If we have been unjust; if we have neglected some duty; if we have been
actuated by improper motives, we must tell him the whole sad story. If we form
this habit, it will aid us greatly in forming habits of watchfulness, and resisting

temptation. We shall not speak idle nor injurious words, when we know that we
have to tell Jesus all about it. We shall be like a child, a truthful child, who when
tempted to do what he knew his father would not approve, said, “ 1 cannot do it

;

for I shall have to tell my father all about it.”

* Dr. Croly’s Sermon on the Death of the Duke of Wellington, pp. 51, 52.
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China.—Letters have been received from Canton, to November 27 ;
Shanghai,

November 25
;
Ningpo, to November 8. We learn with much regret, that Mr.

and Mrs. Byers were compelled to re-embark for this country in the Nestorian,

which sailed from Shanghai on the 1 1th of November—serious pulmonary disease

having been developed, rendering it, in the judgment of medical advisers, and of

his brethren in the mission, impracticable for him to take part in the missionary

work. It is with much regret we have also to report the expected return of Mr.

and Mrs. Coulter, on account of the failure of Mr. Coulter’s health. These
returns seem to be the more serious as trials of our faith, because both these

brethren, when they left this country, possessed apparently more than ordinary

vigour of constitution, and had always enjoyed the best health. In other respects

the missionary work was going on well. Mr. W. Martin says of Ningpo, “ We
have reason to believe that a good work is quietly, but very decidedly going on
among the people of this city. When our church was first opened, it was found
difficult to preserve order in the audience. Now the audiences, especially at

night, are almost as quiet and attentive as those in Christian lands. The night

audiences are small, varying from ten to forty persons. Of these many are

frequent attendants, and interested, if not anxious inquirers after gospel truth.

Some, too, have expressed a desire to profess Christianity, and we hope that we
shall have, before long, evidence of their fitness for admission to church pri-

vileges. Amongst others, my teacher, a young man of fine mind, expresses full

confidence in the truth, of the gospel. . . Another young man is in an equally
interesting state of mind. I am thoroughly convinced of the sincerity of both of

these persons.” After referring particularly to the return of Messrs. Byers and
Coulter. Mr. Martin adds, (l

It would be disheartening, both to ns and the churches
at home, to witness the disablement of so many labourers at the various stations

in this empire, were we not sustained by the promise of God, assuring us that he
shall not fail nor be discouraged, till he have set judgment on the earth, and the
isles shall wait for his law.”

PRESBYTERIAN BOARD OF FOREIGN MISSIONS.

Mission House, April 13, 1853.

Indian Missions .—A letter of the Rev. W. H. Templeton, dated March 15, men-
tions the admission to the church at Kowetah Creek Mission, of two of the

scholars, the application for admission of three others, and the deep seriousness of

feeling of all except two or three. Two more of the scholars at Tallahassee had
also united with the church at that station. Mr. and Mrs. Loomis, Miss Bowen,
and Mr. and Mrs. J unkin, had been compelled to leave the Creek Mission on ac-

count of health; and Mr. McKinney and his family were expecting for the same
reason to leave the Omaha and Otoe Mission. Mr. J. Harvey Nourse, teacher,

and his wife, appointed to Spencer Academy
;
Mr. James C. Dillett, teacher, and

his wife, appointed to the Omaha and Otoe Mission
;
Miss Anna H. Turner, teacher,

appointed to Wappanucka, Chickasaw Mission, and Miss Mary Jane Wilson,
teacher, appointed to Boggy Depot, in the same Mission

;
and Mr. Alexander

McEwen, farmer, appointed to Tallahassee, Creek Mission, are on their journey to

their several stations. We would commend them to the sympathy of the churches,
and ask for them the prayers of all who feel an interest in their great object.

African Missions .—We have received letters dated at Monrovia, to January 20,

at Kentucky, January 21, and at Corisco to December 15. The brethren were en-
joying usual health, and going on steadily in their work. Mr. McQueen had spent
a few days at Monrovia early in December, on his way to Corisco. At Kentucky
nine members had been received in the church, who live at Millsburg, a neighbour-
ing settlement. They had been formerly members of the church in North Carolina.
The little church edifice at Kentucky fell down during the communion service,

and the congregation had barely time to make their escape. They are making a
spirited effort to rebuild it, but need very much the sum of $200 from this country
to effect their purpose, which we hope they will receive. Moneys for this object
will be forwarded, if sent to the Mission House.

India Missions .—Letters have been received from Labor, to February 4 ; Lodiana,
to January 17; Saharanpur, February 4; Futtehgurh, to February 4; Mynpurie, to

January 20; Agra, to January 28; Allahabad, to January 15. Mr. Morrison and
his family had reached Lahor, and Mr. Williams had reached Futtehgurh, on his
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wav to Agra. The Rev. Gopeenath Nundy was about to remove from Futtehgurh
to Futtehpore, the new station of the Allahabad Mission. This measure was con-

sidered important by both missions, as well as by our native brother himself, who
was formerly a resident at Futtehpore, and understands well its importance as a
missionary station. Mr. Munnis was expecting to return to this country, his health

not having become better. Several of the brethren were making missionary

journeys, preaching and distributing the Scriptures and Tracts. And the usual

work at the stations was going on well. The missionaries at Futtehgurh con-

tinued to give instruction to the inhabitants of the neighbouring village of Akutganj.
•• Some four or five of the pandits or teachers, and some others, appeared to be
inquiring the way to Zion, with their faces thitherward.”

Siam Mission .—The Rev. S. Bush arrived at this city on the 19th of March, after

a short and comfortable voyage, with health much improved. A letter of the Rev.

S. Mattoon, dated January 7th, mentions that the work of the mission at Bangkok
is making encouraging progress. Twelve boarding scholars were under instruction.

Numerous applications were received daily for books. A number of strangers

continued to attend the Sabbath services. An aged man is spoken of as walking
nearly two miles in order to attend these services. The application for a printing

press is renewed, and also for more labourers.

NEW AUXILIARIES.

Cincinnati, Treasurer, Mr. Hugh McCullum, 136 Broadway.
u Secretary, Mr. James Williams, Novelty Iron Works,

Pearl st.

Beech Woods, Miss Margaret Louisa McMillan, Secretary.
tc Mr. James Blair, Treasurer, Morning Sun, Ohio.

Garrison Creek, Miss Elizabeth Ervine, Sec. Steel’s P. 0. Ohio.
“ Miss Maria Lowden, Treas. “ “ “

SEfcftorftrt.

ORDINATION AND INSTALLATION OF MR. A. G. M‘CAULEY.

At a meeting of the Philadelphia Reformed Presbytery held on

the Tth day of April, 1853, Mr. A. G. M‘Cauley was ordained to

the gospel ministry, and installed Pastor of the 5th Reformed Pres-

byterian Church, Philadelphia. The Rev. Dr. Crawford preached

the sermon from 2 Cor. v. 18—“the ministry of reconciliation,” pre-

senting, in his usual animated and interesting style, the important

subject suggested by the text. The formula of questions having been

satisfactorily answered, the candidate was then solemnly ordained by

the laying on of the hands of the Presbytery, after which the usual

charge was delivered to the pastor. The Rev. W. Sterrett then ad-

dressed the people, and the Rev. Robert Patterson made the con-

cluding prayer. After singing, the Rev. A. G. M‘Cauley pronounced

the benediction. The attendance was large, and all the circumstances

highly encouraging. We understand that the congregation which

has survived so many disappointments and unfavourable influences

appears to be greatly revived by its success in obtaining a pastor so

devoted, zealous, diligent, and talented as it has now received. We
hope the divine blessing may rest on the relationship, and that God
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will “make them glad according to the days in which he has afflicted

them and the years in which they have seen evil. That His work

and power may appear unto his servants and his glory unto their

children.”

CHEAP EDITION OF THE TESTIMONY.

It may have been observed by our readers, in the minutes of last

general synod, that a munificent donation of one thousand dollars

was offered to the church by a venerable father, an elder in one of our

Western congregations. The Board of Missions, to whom the arrange-

ments necessary in the case were intrusted by synod, having re-

commended that a part of this donation should be appropriated to

purchase stereotype plates for an edition of the doctrinal part of the

Testimony for extensive circulation, the donor has given his consent

to the proposition, and the work is now nearly prepared for the

press, and may be expected to be ready for distribution at the time

when Synod shall have met. The style in which the work is got up

is very neat and convenient, while the printing and paper render it

legible among the aged. The price is to be five cents a copy
,
and it

is expected that the edition of 5000 which is to be printed will

be immediately disposed of. An opportunity is now furnished to

every member of our church to procure a copy of our standards, and

those who wish others to know what our principles are, can at a very

small expense distribute copies for this purpose. The youth of our

churches should also be furnished with the book, that they may be

early led to understand and love “the form of sound words” which

it exhibits in so admirable a manner. We anticipate great results

from this undertaking. We subjoin the circular of the agent of the

Board.

CHEAP EDITION OF THE TESTIMONY OF THE REFORMED PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH.

My Dear Brother ,
—“Christians are witnesses for Cod among men;

and having in their possession the testimony of God in the Holy Scrip-

tures, it is the duty of the church to apply the doctrines of inspiration, in

stating and defending truth, and in condemning all contrary errors.”

Isaiah xliii. 10—“ Ye are my witnesses, saith the Lord.” The testimony
of the Reformed Presbyterian Church presents the great truths of the

gospel of salvation to view in the plainest and most intelligible language;
proves every proposition from the Word of God; applies the truth to the
conscience of the individual sinner, to the heresies abroad in the world,
and to the abuses of the Church and the State, in a manner unequalled in

any known publication. Prepared by men who were themselves taught
of God, and who were blessed in no ordinary degree in the conversion of
sinners and the extension of the kingdom of Christ, experience proves that

it is equal to any, and superior to most of the publications of the day, as

a powerful instrument for beating down the soul-destroying sophistries of
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error, bringing the minds of men into subjection to the truth, and esta-

blishing their faith, not in the wisdom of man, but in the power of God.
It embodies those great principles of righteousness and peace and joy in

the Holy Ghost, which are destined by God to revive the church and re-

generate the world.

Such a document, if it is to accomplish its work, should he given to

the world. The church is already acquainted with the truth for which

she testifies. The witness should come into court and give evidence pub-

licly. If she can bear witness to any truth calculated to exhibit the glory

of her Lord or promote the salvation of perishing sinners, she is bound to

lay it before them. A testimony confined within the walls of the church,

and known only to her own members, is really no testimony* Who, in

the day of battle, would wrap the ensign round the flag-staff, and hide it

away among the stuff? “Thou hast given a banner to them that fear

thee, that it may be displayed because of the truth.” Ps. lx. 4. Hitherto,

owing to a variety of unfavourable circumstances, this duty has only been

partially performed.

The Board of Missions of the General Synod of the Reformed Presby-

terian Church is now engaged in an effort to display the whole truth of

God’s Word to the people of the United States, by the extensive circula-

tion of her Testimony, at an exceedingly low price; and all who value a

Covenanted work of Reformation, and desire to see it extended in the

land, are requested to come promptly forward and aid in the work, by

subscribing for one or more hundred copies, and distributing them in their

own localities, or placing them in the hands of the Board’s colporteurs,

for sale or gratuitous distribution.

Every subscriber of five dollars, who shall remit his subscription by

mail to the Treasurer of the Board, or pay it to any of the local agents,

or to any minister of the church, before the 1st of June next, will be en-

titled to receive one hundred copies of a neat, stereotype 18mo. edition of

“Reformation Principles Exhibited ; being the Declaration and Testi-

mony of the Reformed Presbyterian Church of JVorth America;” deli-

vered to his order in New7 York, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, St. Louis, Cin-

cinnati, Xenia, or Chicago. The work is now in hands, and will be ready

in a fewT weeks.

Knowing, dear brother, the strength of your attachment to those truths

of God’s Holy Word, in defence of which your martyred fathers bled,

and confessing wThich your Saviour died—truths which must be univer-

sally received ere He take the nations for his inheritance, and make the

kingdoms of this world the kingdoms of our Lord and of his Christ, I beg

your prompt and zealous co-operation in this effort to exhibit them. Will

you be kind enough to head the enclosed subscription list with your own
name, procure as many other subscribers of five dollars as you can, in

both the sections of the Reformed Presbyterian Church. Write me pre-

vious to the 1st of May how many you have procured, (that we may
know the number required,) and remit the amount of the subscriptions at

or before the meeting of Synod in Chicago on the 24th May, to the Trea-

surer of the Board, Mr. George H. Stuart, Bank Street, Philadelphia?

Please address me to his care.

I remain, dear brother, affectionately yours,

Robert Patterson,
Agent of the Board of Missions of the )

Philadelphia, 13th April, 1853. Gen. Synod of the Ref. Pres. Church,
j
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THE APPROACHING MEETING OF SYNOD.

The meeting of General Synod which is to be held in Chicago, during

the present month (May) is one of much interest, and we hope earnest

supplications will be made throughout the church, that “ wisdom from

above” may be granted to the fathers and brethren who may be assem-

bled. There are numerous measures of great practical importance which

will claim attention, and any thing which would interfere with them

should be avoided as far as possible. Our symbolical books, the Testi-

mony, the Directory, and the book of Discipline, have now been com-

pleted, and any propositions to amend or alter them, would only produce

agitation, and lead to almost interminable controversies. For the present,

at least, it will be better to let them remain as they are. The subject of

controversy which occupied much time in several recent meetings of

Synod, we earnestly hope will not be allowed again to vex us. Even

those who have most pitied the person referred to, must see plainly that

no good is to be expected from renewed agitation of his case. All is

known which can be known in regard to it, and there is no reason to sup-

pose that the peace and prosperity of our church will be promoted by

again introducing it. The extension of the church at home, the increase

of her foreign missionary operations, the proper support of her ministry in

weak congregations, are subjects of far greater moment, and the time of

the meeting should not be consumed, or the disposition to attend to them

destroyed, by other questions which only “ gender strife,” and are so

“ unprofitable.” “Pray for the peace of Jerusalem, they shall prosper

that love her. Peace be within her walls, and prosperity within her

palaces. For our brethren and companions’ sakes, we will now say,

Peace be within thee. Because of the house of the Lord our God, we
will seek her good.”o

HOW IT WORKS.

It is pleasing to find, by information received from numerous
sources, that the system of collecting contributions for missionary

purposes, put into operation by Rev. Mr. Patterson, the agent of our
Board, who has visited our western churches so extensively, works
well. The following extract of a letter from a minister in the west,

is only “one of many” which might be presented “ We have just

had the quarterly meeting of our collectors, at the end of the first

three months. The whole congregation has been canvassed, and but
two or three individuals have refused to do something. The result is

that at the end of three months Thirty Dollars have been raised,

exclusive of the Sabbath School fund
,
which will be, at the lowest,

Five Dollars, making more than was reported for the whole of last

year. We will raise in all some One Hundred and Twenty-Five
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Dollars for the two objects. This is promising. But the best thing

about it is that every body seems delighted and pleased.”

LAYING THE CORNER STONE OF THE FIRST REFORMED PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH, PHILADELPHIA.

We extract the following article, with some corrections and amend-

ments, from the Philadelphia Daily Register. We feel confident that

many of our readers will wish to possess in a permanent form an ac-

count of the interesting services connected with the commencement

of this new edifice for divine worship.

Laying the Corner Stone of the First Reformed Presbyterian
Church, Philadelphia.—The corner stone of the First Reformed
Presbyterian Church, in Broad street, east side, between Spruce
and Pine, was laid with appropriate ceremonies, on Thursday after-

noon, April 26th. A large concourse of people was drawn together

to witness the interesting exercises. The services were commenced
with prayer, by the Rev. Dr. McDowell, of the 0. S. Presbyterian

Church, and reading of the Scriptures by the Rev. Wm. Sterrett, of

the Ref. Pres. Church. After which the following verses were given

out by the Rev. Wm. Ramsey, of the N. S. Pres. Church, and sung
by the large assembly

:

Except the Lord do build the house,
The builders lose their pain,

Except the Lord the city keep,
The watchmen watch in vain.

I will not come within my house,

Nor rest in bed at all,

Nor shall mine eyes take any sleep,

Nor eyelids slumber shall;

Till for the Lord a place I find,

Where he may make abode:
A place of habitation

For Jacob’s mighty God.

That stone is made head corner stone,

Which builders did despise

:

This is the doing of the Lord,

And wondrous in our eyes.

Blessed is he, in God’s great name,
That cometh us to save

;

We, from the house which to the Lord
Pertains, you blessed have.

Mr. G. H. Stuart, Chairman of the Building Committee, then

made a statement, and during his address remarked that since the

organization in 1798, there had been received in its communion 2142
members : at the present time there are over 600.

The former pastor, Rev. S. B. Wylie, D. D., was installed in the

year 1803, and died Oct. 13th, 1852. His son and successor, Rev.

T. W. J. Wylie, was installed as assistant and successor to his father,

October 26th, 1843.

The Rev. Dr. Newton, of the Episcopal Church, then addressed the

assemblage, expressing the pleasure which he felt in participating in

the exercises of the occasion, to manifest not only his great regard

for the memory of the late Pastor of the congregation, whose in-

structions, in company with his friend, the present pastor, he had en-

joyed while in college, but also to testify his gratification at finding

a new house of worship about to be erected in so eligible a situation.

The Dr. then addressed the assembly on the great work to be done
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by the different denominations as fellow-labourers in raising stones

out of the quarry of our common humanity, and preparing them for

the temple of God.

A portion of the 102d Psalm, L. M., was then given out by Rev.

Wm. Blackwood, of the 0. S. Pres. Church.

Thou shalt arise, and mercy yet

Thou to Mount Sion shall extend;

Her time for favour which was set.

Behold, is now come to an end.

Thy saints take pleasure in her stones,

Her very dust to them is dear.

All heathen lands and kingly thrones

On earth thy glorious name shall fear.!

God in his glory shall appear,
When Sion he builds and repairs;

He shall regard and lend his ear
Unto the needy’s humble prayers.

Th’ afflicted’s prayer he will not scorn,

All times this shall be on record

.

And generations yet unborn
!

Shall praise and magnify the Lord.

The Rev. Mr. Willets, of the Reformed Dutch Church, then made
an address. Holding up the open Bible, he referred to it as the source

of the remarkable prosperity of this nation, and contrasted the con-

dition of New England, with her ice-bound coasts and granite rocks,

with the sunny regions of New Mexico and South America. Mr. W.
then made a most happy allusion to the remarks of Dr. Newton,
showing the propriety of agreement and co-operation among the fel-

low labourers in the common work, and holding up the Church as a

monument being erected in the distant Capitol of the Universe, to

which the different churches in this lower world forwarded the finished

blocks ready to place in the column being erected to the honour of

the Son of God.
The corner stone having been properly adjusted, a leaden box was

placed in it, containing a copy of the Scriptures, the Confession of

Faith, the Historical and Doctrinal parts of the Testimony of the

Reformed Presbyterian Church, the Directory for Worship, Dr. Mc-
Master’s Work on Psalmody, Rev. Mr. Campbell’s Work on Missions
in India, Sermons delivered in memory of late Dr. Wylie, a number
of religious periodicals, and of the daily and weekly papers of the

city, with reports of various benevolent societies, and some sacra-

mental tokens, and the recent issue of American coins. The lid was
placed upon the stone by the pastor, Rev. Mr. Wylie, who next ad-

dressed the audience. It was with no superstitious feelings, he ob-

served, that we had met here this day. It was felt to be proper to

“acknowledge God in all our ways,” and “whatever we did in word
or in deed, to do all in the name of the Lord Jesus, giving thanks to

God, even the Father by him.” When the foundation of the second
temple was laid, the “priests stood in their apparel, and the Levites,

the sons of Asaph, to praise the Lord after the ordinance of David,
the king of Israel, and they sang together by course, praising and
giving thanks unto the Lord, because he is good, for his mercy en-

duretlf forever. And all the people shouted with a great shout when
they praised the Lord, because the foundation of the house of the
Lord was laid.” That honoured form which had stood beside the
corner stone of the Church, which the congregation were about to

leave, and whose earnest and fervent prayers had been presented when
it was laid, was no longer among us. Yet, if by the multitudes of
messengers, who go from earth to heaven, “the spirits of just men
made perfect” are informed of the events which occur on earth, he
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would rejoice with us in the commencement of an undertaking so full

of interest to the people whom he loved so long and loved so well.

Alluding to the union of ministerial brethren, of so many different

denominations, Mr. W. remarked that it reminded him of the times of

the Solemn League and Covenant, when the moderate Episcopalian,

the Independent, and the Presbyterian united together in “the com-
mon cause of religion, liberty, and peace. ” Nor could it be forgotten

that at a time too when from fierce persecution the Reformed Pres-

byterian Church in Scotland was left without a ministry, it was in-

debted to a classis of the Reformed Dutch Church for the ordination

of the youthful and devoted Renwick. It was a pleasing thing that

there was so much evangelical truth held in common, that so many
different churches were built on that great foundation stone which the

Lord had laid in Zion. It was also gratifying that those noble prin-

ciples for which our covenanting ancestors contended so valiantly,

were now, in this land, so generally acknowledged and adopted.

These principles, he observed, might substantially be reduced to two,

that the Church of the Lord Jesus Christ is free from the com-
mandments of men in all matters pertaining to her doctrine, discipline

and order, and that the nations of the earth in their national character

are bound to conform the constitutions and administrations of their

governments to the supreme law of God. If a Knox, or a Melville,

or a Henderson had lived in our favoured land, they would have found

the secure enjoyment of the rights for which they were contending

so nobly. The liberties which we possess are to be traced back to

these principles and these honoured men. A distinguished jurist of

the Empire State had publicly maintained that the American Decla-

ration of Independence derived its origin from the covenants of Scot-

land. Some of the more zealous covenanters proposed to establish a

republican government in Scotland. More than a hundred years ago

a number of them renewed these solemn bonds at Octorara, in the

State of Pennsylvania, and in consequence of the hostility which the

then British government manifested, they were compelled to fly to the

new settlements of North and South Carolina, and in that region

originated the Mecklenburgh Declaration of Independence, which

preceded the national declaration about a year, and which suggested

its most forcible expression. Jefferson, it appeared, was acquainted

in early life with the history of those times, and when preparing the

declaration searched the records of that period for principles and pre-

cedents. Mr. W. concluded by reiterating the gratification which was
felt at the exhibition of Christian union on this occasion, and express-

ing the earnest hope that “the Lord God would be with us as he had

been with our fathers.”

A Doxology, from the 148th Psalm, was then read by Rev. Mr.

Chambers, of the Independent Church.

The Lord of heav’n confess,

Oil high his glory raise,

Him let all angels bless,

Him all his armies praise.

Him glorify,

Sun, moon, and stars;

Ye higher spheres,

And cloudy sky.

0 let God's name be praised

Above both earth and sky;
For he his saints hath raised

And set their horn on high.

Ev’n those that be
Of Israel’s race,

Near to his grace,

The Lord praise ye.
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The Benediction was pronounced by the Rev. Dr. Boardman.

The plan of this church, and the building for Sabbath school and

other purposes connected therewith, were furnished by Mr. John Mc-
Arthur, Jr., an architect of the highest reputation in this city, who
has bestowed upon them the utmost labour and attention, and has

taken unusual interest in prosecuting all the measures necessary for

carrying them out. He will superintend the work, which has been

contracted for by Mr. John McClure, a builder who stands deservedly

at the head of his profession.

The church is in the Byzantine style, and will present a front on

Broad street of nearly seventy feet, with bell towers on the angles

eighty-two feet high to the finial. There will be a cloistered porch in

front, forming a cover to the entrance, from which the gallery stairs

will start in the bell towers. The audience chamber will be sixty-

three feet wide by seventy-one feet six inches deep
;
containing one

hundred and thirty-six pews on the floor. Single galleries are to be

on the sides, and double on the front, access to which will be had by
four stairways

;
two in front, and two in the rear, communicating with

the Sabbath school room. The ceiling, thirty-two feet from the floor,

will be ornamented with exposed principals, filled with perforated

panel work. All the glass of the church windows is to be enamelled.

The pulpit will stand upon a platform richly panelled and ornamented;
the recess behind it will be circular, groined in the ceiling, and sur-

mounted by perforated scroll ornaments. There will be a lecture

room immediately adjoining the church in. the rear, forty feet nine

inches in width by forty-eight feet six inches in depth, with an infant

school room and pastor’s study, the latter connecting with the pulpit

by a private stairway. The entire second story of this building con-

necting with the church galleries will be occupied as a Sabbath school

room, the dimensions of which will be forty-nine feet six inches by
sixty-three feet six inches, thus making the whole under one roof, one
hundred and fifty feet in depth, extending from Broad to Blight

streets, between Spruce and Pine, nearly opposite the Deaf and Dumb
Institution. The principal projections and carvings of front and flank

are to be of wood and stone, while all the other exterior surfaces will

be stuccoed.

Bottczs of Jieto yubUcatfous.

The Doctrinal Differences which have agitated and divided the Presbyterian
Church, or the Old and the New Theology. By James Wood, D.D. Enlarged
edition. Phil. Pres. Board, pp. 290.

Two editions of this book have been already published, which would appear to be
a good evidence of its value. In this, the third, edition, such additions are made
as bring the subject down to the present time. We have no doubt that a fair

view of the distinctive features of each branch of the Presbyterian Church may
be obtained from this volume.

The Child’s Catechism of Scripture History, Parts 1 and 2, pp. 64. Parts 3 and

4, pp. 138. Pres. Board.

These volumes contain an excellent system of instruction in Scripture history.

The questions are direct and simple, and the answers expressed with great

fidelity to the inspired record, and remarkable simplicity. The series extends
only to the death of Saul, but we hope the author, who is happily qualified to

instruct the youth, will continue the course throughout the whole Bible.
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Bible Rhymes, or Sketches of Scripture History
)
in verse. Pres. Board, pp

132.

The sentiments expressed in the little poems contained in this book appear
to be "strictly scriptural and evangelical, and the versification harmonious and
grammatical. Numerous wood engravings render the work still more attractive

to the young. Parents will find it an excellent book for their children.

The Grace of Christ: or Sinners Saved by Unmerited Kindness. By W. S-

Plummer, D. D. Philadelphia: Pres. Board. Pp. 154. 12mo.

This work has the evangelical tone and unction which all Dr. Plummer’s
writings possess, and the subjects of which it treats are such as every real

Christian will regard with constant interest. One of the most interesting

features of the book is the numerous and full quotations made from eminent

theologians, ancient and modern, and from the standards of different de-

nominations. It is pleasing to find how fully the doctrines o{free grace

have been maintained by the wise and good in all ages and every land.

Gospel Glass : Representing the miscarriages of Professors. By Lewis Stuckley.

New York: Carter and Brother. Pp. 306. 12mo.

This is a re-publication of a valuable experimental work, by one of

the old Puritan Divines, who was ejected by the act of uniformity, in

1662. It is a faithful and searching exhibition of divine truth, and its

proper use would do much to raise the standard of religion, now un-

happily so low.

Spring Time of Life. By Rev. D. Magie, D. D. New York: Carter & Brother.

Pp. 320. l8mo.

We are glad to find another book for young men. The venerable

author, whose portrait accompanies the volume, can give the counsels of

age and experience, and the clear statement and close application of

Scriptural truth which pervades the whole book, makes it a safe and
valuable guide. We would be glad to find it widely circulated among
our young men.

Female Piety: or the Young Woman's Friend and Guide through Life to Im-
mortality. By John Angell James. Pp. 450. 12mo. New York : R. Carter
& Brother.

This is a re-publication of James’ excellent work for young females.

It possesses the characteristics of all his writings—evangelical sentiment,

and wise counsel, presented in a pure, graceful, and agreeable style. It

forms a suitable guide for the interesting class for whom it is designed.

We have also received from Messrs. Carter

—

Memoir of Rev. W. A. B. Johnson, Missionary at Sierra Leone,—with an In-

troductory Notice—by Rev. Dr. Tyng. Pp. 385. 12mo.

The Course of Faith: or the Practical Christian delineated. By. J. Angell

James. Pp. 412. 18mo.

Daughters of China : or Sketches of Domestic Life in the Celestial Empire.

By Eliza J. Gillet Bridgman. Pp. 234. 18mo; with numerous highly finished

engravings.

The Letters and Diaries of Philip Saphir, of Pesth, Hungary. Pp. 168.

18mo.

A more extended notice is unavoidably postponed until our next No.
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